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IMMESYLVAN AN WANTS
DIATE STEPS TAKEN TO PROI
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TECT CITIZENS NOW IN REPUBLIC OF MEXICO.
.

NOT

WITH

SATISFIED

MYSTERIOUS

LINO

MISSION MUST

DUCE SOMETHING SOON OR

PRO- SEN- -

ATOR WILL START FIGHT FOR
FIRM STAND BY THIS COUNTRY.

HALE'S

STATUS

CHAIRMAN
STATE

QUESTIONED

BACON DECLINES

POSITION

HELD

PERSONAL
TATIVE

TO

BY

REPRESEN-

OF WILSON.

the senate back to the tariff bUl
brought an outburst from Senator

1U

not pass or uuusmci
e
Washington, Aug. 15. Senator
Mexon
the
debate
another
forced
ican situation today by introducing a
resolution calling on President Wilson
to inform the senate whether William
Bayard Hale is in Mexico City as the
agent of any executive department of
the government, if so by what author
ity he was appointed and what com
pensation he has been given.
Th whits House explanation of
Hale's presence in Mexico has been
that he was there as a personal friend
of President Wilson, forwarding information. Senator Penrose declared
that he had no desire to further complicate a delicate situation or to indulge in jingoism. He referred,' however, to dispatches from Mexico City
telling of the .serious plight of Shirof Lieutenant
ley C. Hulse,
Governor Reynolds of Pennsylvania,
who, with his wife and little daughter,
are believed to be in danger from revolutionists near the city of Chihuahua. The senator declared that unless the mission of John Lind developed marked changes In conditions in
Mexico, he would address the senate
next week, laying before It certain Information he did not disclose today,
'' "Tilings are getting pretty close to
declared Senator Penrose,
home,"
"and are becoming serious when American citizens are fiolested and their
lives and property endangered.
I "am willing to wait a few
to
see if the mysterious mission
days
of Mr. Lind produces any tangible results. In the event that is does not,
early next week 1 expect to address
the senate on conditions In Mexico
and offer a resolution which, I hope,
will go some way toward asserting
the United States and its dignity and
firm intention to protect the lives and
property of Americans in Mexico,"
Mr. Penrose asked Chairman Bacon,
of the foreign relations .committee, if
he would reveal the status of Hale.
"I decline to answer," replied Senator Bacon.
"Declining to answer will not continue to be satisfactory to the senate
or to the people of the country," rejoined Senator Penrose.
had
Hale, Mr. Penrose declared,
been active in Mexico City," conveying the impression that he Is the representative of President Wilson," and
had been in conference with Mr. Lind
since the envoy's arrival.
Senator Penrose added that he had
known Hale several years and that he
left Ardmore, Pa., about 13 years ago
under circumstances which he need
not "more than mention."
"The sooner Dr. Hale's connections
are severed the better for the unfortunate Americans now in Mexico," he
concluded.
The resolution calling for
information went over until tomorrow.
Senator Lodge charged that the
democrats were trying to treat the
Mexican question as a party affair,
His statement, made in bitter terms,
followed a declaration by Senator Ba-- j
con that "force meant war."
"Everything is being done that can
be done," Senator Bacon declared,
"short, of using a6tual force, and force
means war and war is not a thing to
be rushed into hurriedly and rashly
not to be encouraged by intemperate speeches at this time."
Lodije Makes Outburst
Attempts by democratic leaders to
stop the Mexican discussion and turn
Fen-ros-
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-
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thrpughout the
Thjs was the closing day of
council's three day conference.
The sessions were devoted to consideration of policies and reforms to
be pressed in' 1913 and 1914.
The
had their ln- nings today when, led by Mrs. F. W.
Scott of New York, president of the
national association, opposed to woman suffrage, they appeared for an informal hearing before Cnairman Henry
and members of the house rules committee.
Chairman Henry with no other committeeman present, heard the arguments and promised a formal hearing
next December. Miss Anna Bock of
Los Angeles also argued for the anti-suffragettes. She declared that of four
million American women enfranchised
not more than 400,000 really desired
to use the right. She said Ihe suffragettes were securing congressional
hearings for "campaign thunder" and
used as a bludgeon and a threat the
argument that four million women al- reaJy have the right to yote
"I voted once," added Miss Book
"That was enough for me."
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EXTRA SESSION

Passing through the city today on
No. 1 on his way home to Lamy, State
Senator B. F. Pankcy expressed himself as dissatisfied with plans for an
extra session of the legislature unless
there were matters of grave importance to come up.
"As long ns the governor is going
to be executive and legislature too, I
don't see any use of holding sessions,"
he declared. "I do not believe anybody wants to go bark for an extra

of this tax

you

have been out of the state. Maybe
Several thousand Indians in the it will be worth while to call a sesHuatusco district of Vera Cruz have sion for that."
risen in revolt, according to official
Mr. Pankey was going home from
reports received here. The Indians the conclave of Knights Templars in
are said to have listened to promises Denver. He declared this was the best
made to them by Carrauza's agents and biggest, of conclaves he had atthat the land is to be divided among tended "and I have been attending
them.
them for quite a few years," he added.
Enrique Gorostiota, a member of
the Mexican senate, took the oath toMARRIED IN AUTOMOBILES
day as minister of finance in succesEl Paso, Tex., Aug. 15. Two wed
sion to Toribio Esquibel Obregon, who
dings occurred last evening in auto
resigned some weeks ago.
mobiles on the county road east of El
Detachments of federal troops have Paso. Neither was a runaway match
been sent from here against bands and neither wedding party knew of
the unique ceremony of the other.
0f adherents of Emlliano Zapata.
Dominick Nigro and Miss Susie Taylor
were first married by Justice of the
Wilson Ignored in fengland
was Peace J. J. Murphy in a seven passenLondon,
Aug.
caused in England by the news from ger car, while running 25 miles an
the United States that Ambassador hour and proceeded on down the valPage has been instructed to apologize ley to a country hotel for supper.
A little later, S. G. Schairer and Miss
to the British government for the
n
comments made on the
Agnes Rramwell were married on the
policy by Henry Lane Wilson, am- same road in a five passenger car by
bassador to Mexico. The affair had Rev. James Ray, and proceeded to the
British-Mexica-

not excited the slightest

SULZER DECLINE

GOVERNORSHIP

GlIUINED ST8BY EGGS FRIED BY SUN'S

Washington, Aug. 15. While their
unconverted sisters were insisting be- - PSYCHOLOGY CFCASE STRANGE
fore the house rules committee that
a majority of their sex did not want GIRL DECLARES THE TIME MAN
the ballot, delegates to the national
SPENT WITH HER HE WOULD
council of women voters today met to

Carranza Asks Intervention
Mexico City, Aug. 15. The Mexican
consult at El Paso reported to the
government today that Colonel Jesus
Carranza, a brother of Governor
Carranba of Coahuila, tie
head of the revolution, has asked the
United States to interven in Mexico.
Lind Confers With Gamboa
John Lind, the personal representative of President Wilson, had a con- session. Unless there are grave matference lasting an hour late last night ters to call a session upon I am opwith Frederico Gamboa, the Mexican posed to it.
foreign minister, at Gamboa's private
"Of course, I do not know anything
residence. Mr. Lind went and returnmention as I
matter
ed unaccompanied.

TEXAN SLAIN IN OMAHA

ASSUMES

TO RELINQUISH

OF FOUR MILLION WOMEN HOLD. HE PLEADED THROUGH EMISSARY TWELFTH
ING THE FRANCHISE
IN AMERWEATHER
FOR PRINCIPAL WITNESS TO
ICA LESS THAN
400,000, THEY
OF DRY
SAY THAT SHE AND LOLA NOR
WITHOUT
SW, WISH TO USE IT
RIS HAD OCCUPIED ONE ROOM

10

Ven-ustia-

OF DROUGHT

Omaba, Neb., Aug. 15. J. J. Cain
of Dallas, Tex., was robbed and killed
early today. He was found in an alley
in South Omaha almost disemboweled,
IMMENSE
IN
SIZE
AURY I.
with a knife slash ,18 Inches long
across his abdomen. Except to aay
that the deed was committed by ne
KANSAS
groes, Cain was unable to give the
details of the murder and died at a
hospital shortly after being found.
DETAILS OF ATTEMPT TO SUBORN TRAINLOADS OF WATER SHIPPED Two arrests have been made.
DEMAND BY ACTING oOVERNOR
Cain was a clerk In the Nelson Mor
OTHER TESTIMONY FROM MAR
TO TOWNS WHERE THE USUAL
MARTIN H. GLYNN FOR SEAL,
SHA WARRINGTON LAID BARE
SOURCES
HAVE BEEN DRIED ris Packing plant.
BOOKS AND PAPERS
IS MET
BY HER CHUM.
UP BY SUN'S RAYS
WITH REFUSAL

WANTS TO VOTE DEFENDANT

'country

fers of mediation.

PROSECUTION

HEROES

j

Day

scheme of Doc.

CITY -- DITION

15, 1913.

SAVE

Provo. Utah. Aug.

Mediation up Again
Mediation in Mexico City by the
United States, Argentine and Brazil,
was proposed in a resolution today by
SENATOR
FE COUNTY
Representative Towner of Iowa. Pres- SANTA
AT
ident Wilson would be authorized to
DEEMS IT INEVITABLE
with, the officials of the
PRESENT TIME
South American countries to make of-

y

FRIDAY, AUGUST

COMPLETED

BODY

WHILE SUFFRAGETTES HOLD A
CONVENTION ELSEWHERE, AN- Tl'S ARE BUSY FIGHTING THE

ONE

Roads

Brown's.

Willi

: universal suffrage

had an opportunity to tane mem u.
Senator Bacon urged that all possible
support be given to the president.
"While the senator is deliberating
in his committee." interrupted Senator
Penrose, "Americans are daily beins
murdered in Mexico. Here is a prominent American citizen in danger of
being shot. I have information that
more than 100 Americans have been
killed and that their names are on
file in the department of state."
"The president of the United States
is known by this senate," returned
Senator Bacon, "to be in good faith
8nd to he to the best of his ability
trying to deal with the situation
through methods that will save this
country from the great disaster of
war.- - I believe the American people
recognize that and are upholding him
in his efforts."
Senator Penrose retorted that he toe-- j
lieved the administration was engaged
'in good faith in a patriotic effort to
solve the problems," but he believed
it was time to take some "police measure" to prevent further "murders of
men aud outrages on women,"
Objections carried all the resolution
oVer for another day, without reference to committee.

son-in-la-

NT! -- SUFFRAGISTS

Lodge.

"I wmt to support the president In
every possible way on this Mexican
matte-- " lie cried, addressing the dem
ocrats. "He is not your president
alone, lie is the president of the American people, as much, mine as yours.
But
wp.nt no partisanship in the
handling of this serious situation. You
on
have
can't
party imts, and that itf what you are
trying to Jo.
"You can do nothing worse than
to exercise the power of your majority on thi3 Mexican question. This
question cannot be disposed of that
way; it cannot be dismissed with a
pro'le and ,a sneer!"
Another resolution by Mr. Penrose
calling for consular reports as to hap- penings at Durango since January 1 :
ne b Senator Polndexter calling for
information as to measures to protect
Americans In Mexico and one by Senator Brandegee calling for a joint investigation by the house and senate
committees to determine what Increase
in the navy was being mada and what
naval program was under consideration were introduced.

along that Good

ASSOCIATED PRESO LEASED WIRE TELEGRAPH BERVICE

236.

AMERICAN RIGHTS

PEN

Jt S3 IVE

III,

attention. same hotel for supper. The latter
wedding occurred in a car bearing the
number 1313.
(Continued on Page Five)

DAY

OF

RAYS

PARCHING

ADDS TO TERRORS
SEASON
IS
WHICH

PRECEDENT

k PePa

15.

FORTY
Heroic work

V,DS in the vicinity saved
the lives of all the 40 inmates of
the Utah county Infirmary, three
miles south of here, when the building was destroyed by fire today. Res
cuers, braving the flames, carried out
many helpless Invalids on cl:te. The
structure, valued at f45,troO, was entirely destroyed. The Jobs is partly
covered by insurance. The fire, which
started in the roof, is supposed' to
have been caused by a spark.

URGES

AGREEMENT

OF FACT

WANTS TO GO INTO COURT UPON
STIPULATION
OF
MATTER3
BEARING ON CASE; CONTINUES
TO EXERCISE

OFFICE

Kansas City, Aug. 15. How to get
GOVERNMENT MAY BE PUZZLED
water for man and beast and how to
save a little out of wrecked crops of
corn presented to Missouri, Kansas
CONFUSION AMONG STATE OFFIC
and Oklahoma an increasingly serious
IALS IS STILL THE RULE, EACH
NANKING ABOUT TO FALL
It was the twelfth
IN
ANY problem today.
CLAIMANT TO THE EXECUTIVE
NOT BE WITH WIFE
Shanghai, China, Aug. 15. Governday of intense heat. Theve was scat
EVENT.
CHPiR HAVING SOME FRIENDS
tering showers yetserday and last ment troops under General Chang
night. Most of them were ineffectual Shiun today captured Purple Hill, a
San Francisco, Aug. 15. The gov and while so much as half an Inch of position comiiandilig Pranking, and
Albany, N. Y., Aug. 15. Formal de
ernment closed its case this morning water fell yesterday at Topeka it was the rebels in that city are not expect- mand for the surrender of the execu
ed to offer serious resistance. General tive chamber and
against Maury 1. Diggs, former state in narrowly restricted limits.
offices, the privy
of
tank cars supply sev Fong Kwo Chang with 5,000 govern- seal and all books, papers, records
Long trains
architect of California, with the testi
ment troops has massed his forces an documents
mony of Nellie Barton, a friend of eral Oklahoma and western Kansas
relating to the execuMarsha Warrington, whom the gov towns with all the water they get. A three miles north of Pukow on the tive department was made on Governernment charges Diggs transported train of 30 cars of water was shipped northern bank of the Yangtse Kiang. or William Sulzer this afternoon Xy
from Sacramento to Reno for pur- from Pittsburg, Kas., early today to There has been some looting in Nan- Lieutenant Governor Glynn. Governor
been Sulzer refused to
poses when the Mann act defines as the mines of a coal company in the king but foreign property has not
compl with, the de'
touched.
district.
of
The
mand1.
Pittsburg
expense
a felony.
Included in Governor Sulzer's reMiss Barton, testified that on shipping water is so great that sev
TENNIS RESULTS
March 22, while in father's bakery, eral smaller mines have shut down.
fusal, according to D. Cady Herrlck,
In a section of Seward county, Kan
she was asked over the telephone to
Southampton, N. Y., Aug. 15. Iu chief of his counsel, la a proposal that
round of tennis singles Glynn and Sulzer prepare an agreed
visit the offices of Chanes S. Harris, sas, where no rain has fallen in two the semi-finan attorney. S.he complied. Diggs, months, the few wells that still give for the Meadow club cup today Gustav statement of the facts In the controwhom she knew, introduced her to water are surrounded by campers, F. Touchard of New York defeated versy and submit them to the courts
to determine whom is governor of
Harris. This was after the return families that have closed house and Carl H. Behr, of New York,
of Diggs, Caminetti, Marsha Warring gone to tent near a water course.
William J. Clothier, Philadelphia, New York.
From Alma, Kas., came a report defeated Alfred S.
Mr. Glynn's letter is addressed to
ton and Lola NOrris from Reno, and
Dabney, Boston
vouched for by one of the city fathers
Mr. Sulzer simply as "Hon. William
their disgrace whs common talk.
Sulzer, Albany, N. Y.," and is signed
"Mr. Biggs askt 'ipeVna I thought that a woman, ,'n a moment of des
by Mr. Glynn, as acting governor and
of the talk," Miss Barton testified. "1 peration, wishing to verify or kill forreads as follows:
told him I thought the girls had been ever the old story of frying an egg
LIKELY
in the sun, had prepared a fresh laid LABOR WAR
to
"In the performance of duty which
fools
'Not
go,'
to
go.
foolish
very
has devolved on me by article 4, sec
said Harris, 'but fools to get caught egg nicely in a skillet with butter and
tion 6, of the constitution, I
at it.' They told me warrants were fried it to a T" on a flagstone before
HI SUBSIDE SOON demand that yoa deliver andofficially
lrs. Diggs ber door with only the son for heat.
surrento be sworn out, that
Fire which did
der to me as acting governor, during
$1,000
nearly
had left her rusband, that there were
the period of your constitutional disto be proscutlons and that every- worth of damage In a home at Enter
of prise, Kas., yesterday was attributeJ OVERTURES BEING MADE AT MIN-O- ability to act as governor, the use,
., convicted
was
Mr.
Diggs
thing
FOR A PEACEABLE SETpossesion and occupany of the execuMarsha would be convicted of, that to the'; sun'? rays shining through,, a
tive chamber and offices; and that
window
on
in
a
TLEMENT
DtSPLTE
OF
papera
lamp
chimney
alike.
suffer
they would
you likewise deliver and surrender to
would on a desk. Before noon most secMarsha
me
if
that
told
"They
15. Overtures me the executive privy seal of the
tions of Missouri, Kansas and OklaMinot, N. D., Aug.
only remember about tne bungalow
on tne for a peaceable settlement of the state of New York; and also all pan
was
well
the
homa
mercury
told
had
Mr.
what
Diggs
at Reno and
to the hundred mark. In TopeE.i trouble growing out of attempts of In- pers, books, records and documents la
her, they could both be saved. Diggs (way
last
night was the eleventh during dustrial Workers of the World to con- said chamber pr offices or elsewhere;
of
bungalow,
the
drew a diagram
the thermometer had not gone duct street meetings and organize a in your charge, possession or custody.
which
two
bed
the
of
showing the position
77. Last night's minimum was union of farm hands have been made relating to or in any wise connected
below
;
rooms.
by leaders of the organiz;.ion and with or pertaining to the executlva
" 'Be sure to tell her to say,' he 77 there.
St. Joseph, Mo., reports that unless authorities today believe the labor department. The bearer hereof Is au.
told me, 'that she and Lola had the
48 hours several war here is
thorized to receive your answer to,
nearing an end.
front bed room together and Cam- there is rain within
comthis
communication.
towns
will
be
small
was
stated
however,
Then
officials,
It
he
surrounding
by
rear
room.'
inetti and I the
'
In water by rail from that prisoners who participated in the
"Respectfully,
asked Harris what about the berths pelled to ship
"MARTIN II. GLYNN,
and the sur- rioting which has resulted in 139 artold him St. Joseph. Wichita
and tickets.' Mr. Harris
had an abate- rests will be prosecuted. The trial of
have
"Acting Governor."
country
rounding
could
she
say
thing
the
that
only
Governor Sukers' reply waa given
was that she did not know who had ment during the last two days, the 21 socialists, headed by Arthur
temperature not passing 98 degrees,
former city official, was con- promptly to Mr. Glynn's messengei.
paid for them.
is parched.
tinued today with the Introduction of It was addressed to "Hon. Martin II.
"I agreed to go because they told but the country
Farmers in the great Arkansas val- the testimony of the defense.
Glynn, lieutenant governor," and said:
me to. They told me If .1 did not,
is
where
corn
"Sir:
it
Yours of August 15th de
country
usually
sent
ley
and
convicted
be
Marsha would
manding that I deliver arid surrender
to jail. I liked her. I did not want said to be "wet when everything else
to you, as acting governor, the 'tisa,
to see her suffer and I did not think Is dry," are cutting much of their STRIKE DELAYS 200
corn and rushing it
possession and occupancy of the exe
It was wrong then to try to help
cutive offices; and that I likewise dethrough a grinder into the silos beher."
SOLDIERS' DEPARTU2E liver to you the executive privy seal
Miss' Barton told of the delivery fore the sun has drunk all the juice.
In the last four days Governor
of the state of New York and also all
of her message.
of Kansas has received hunHodges
Miss
books, papers, records and documents
Warringfon say?"
"What did
WHICH
ON
STEAMSHIP
him to Issue CREW OF
in said chamber or offices, or else"She said it was too late, that she dreds of letters asking
TROOPS WERE GOING TO
a proclamation setting an hour of a
where, in by charge, possession or
thought more of her parents than
STRIKE REFUSES DUTY
certain day during which all praying
not
woufd
and
she
that
custody, y relating to or in any way
anybody else,
people in Kansas shall otter supplicaconnected to or pertaining to the exe
do it."
Vancouver, B. C. Aug. 15. The de- cutive
Other questions .brought out that tion for rain. It wa3 widely suggestdepartment, received.
ed that next Sunday afternoon be the parture of the Seaforth Highlanders
In response thereto I decline to re
Diggs had subsequently tried to comVanof
the
scene
the
for
Is con- regiment
as acting governor of the
municate with her, but that she was appointed time. The governor
couver Island strike riots at midnight cognize you
the
to
proposal.
use
sidering
she
the
realized
and decline to deliver to yoft
state;
angry when
crew
of
of
the
The water supply of Kansas City, was delayed by a strike
the use, possession and occupance of
which she had been put, and' that she
drawn on in the last week the steamer Princess Patricia, who at the executive chamber and offices, or
although
word
him
see
or
have
refused to
as never before, has shown no worse first refused to assist in transporting in any
with him.
way comply with the demand?
soldiers to
v
of
bussign than a slight lowering of pres- anv more of the king's
Sacramento, a
in your letter.
Martin Besley
and
requests
be used against union men. It was
of the city.
in
sure
distant
quarters
Marsha
qf
Warring
iness associate
"I shall continue to exercise ::.l
Agitation for better water condi- expected that the strike would de discharge the constitutional duties of.
ton's father, torn or accompanying
was
crew
for
a
the
in the velop into
fight,
the governor of the state of New York!
chief Him,0use of Reno to 'the bun tions for horses has resulted
of a number of fountains. not allowed to leave the steamer. Af
The
opening
made.
the
was
arrest
when
galow
first, among other reasons, because i
Patricia
the
the streets of exclusive resi- ter some delay, however,
am advised that the assembly at its
girls were hysterical, he testified, Alqng
at
work.
crew
a
of
with
"Water
horses got away
part
dence districts the sign
present extraordinary session
crying and laughing and eager to
a lawn
know what their parents would do with here" often hangs beside
and possesses now power orauthor-it- y
faucet and a big pail.
them If they would take them back.
to prefer articles of impeachment;
No Complaints to Juvenile Court
SUSPEND CANTELOUPc
and second, because the Deuteit'an't.
Nebraska Included in Hot Wave
In
13
A telegram from F. F. Atkinson,
Aug.
Washington,
governor of the state is not authorised
Sacraof
district
Omaha,
Neb., Aug. 15. With a temcreases on freight rates on can- attorney
asistant
to act as governor in case of the Immento county, was read, repeating a perature of 91 degrees at noon today
teloupes from New J'e io, Kan-.- .
peachment of the goveror unless acU
vo New York
Bast and Colorado
message from Judge Hughes of Sac- and a much higher maximum promimpeachment la sustained.
and oilier eastern markets, pro- ramento, whose testimony wa3 de- ised by the weather bureau Nebraska
"For the purpose of preventing tn?
sired, but who is ill !n Eureka. Judge again was the victim of record breakposed by the Santa Fe railrond,.
unseemly struggle, I wntyzt thsl m- iC
have been suspended by the inHughes sent word that ro complaint ing heat. Every point in the state re
sel far the lioutenfiut Governor m l
terstate commerce ccmmtKotn
had ever been made to him, aa pre- - ported intense heat and the already
for myself agree on a mcthrd of
until December 13.
suffering corn crop continued to wilt
(Continued on Page Five)
beneath the blasttn rays.
(Continued on Vczo
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AUTOMOBILES FOR
RAILROADCAMPS

II

LATEST

SCHEME FOR INDUCING
MEN TO CONTRACT LABOR
IS EXPENSIVE ONE

Chicago, Aug. 15 Automobiles have
been added to ths attractions to be
offered to the laborers recruited for
the railroad construction camps this
and in succeeding years, a novel start
having been made in Chicago where a
lot of machines have been prepared
and shipped to one--i of the rush jobs
being completed this year up in wesCanada.

not intended jto provide each
shoveler with a car and a chaffuer,
but squads of them are to be given
a morning ride each day with high
power machines which have been ad
aDted for the purpose. Theirs will be
wagon
a daily ride on a "rubber-neck- "
of the most modern type. Instead of
wheels with rubber tires they have
flanges and the front axles are made
heavier than those for use on the
boulevards of the city. The flanges
were necessary to get a grip on the
rails, for they are to travel on a track
days
much as the handcar of
only they will gq In fleets, with the
machine towing a string of platform
cars on which the workmen will ride.
The bodies of the cars were not altered and the steering gear was allowed to remaint for use when needed.
Getting men to and from their work
on a construction job always "has been
more or less of a problem to contractors. It often was found that when an
engine whs needed to haul them it
.
would lie needed in an opposite direc-lionPcmeone conceived the idea that
with automobiles the motive power
ahv ys would be in readiness and the
men would get the benefit of the time
at the camps. This was important to
the men.
The mitr service will be continued
until the buow flies, the machines on
the line where they originated, that
between Sudbury and Port Arthur on
the mainline of the Canadian North
ern system, having been found effic-ie- r'
for hauling ten of the "rubber
neck" flats provided for such of the
men as cannot get into the car Itself.
It is the lirst attempt to apply to railin! transportation the engines "run
I'
ras, of the automobile principle,
few Name for Pofcewomen
Is.

e

of Chi
7'he new ''mothers-at-large- "
r, ten policewomen, will not b?

mitted to wear tight skirts thaj
;..:ii Of restriction has been placed
v;h,! woman's attire ty. Sere man,
Chief McWeeny having decided what
"le uniform shall(be for the "of fieettes"
v ho :ra to look after women, srirls.
suu children as the official representative of lh ; city. However, the uniform and the details of the new duties
beard of three
were worked out by
women as v eil a9 the chief, the board
having included Mrs. Gertrude Howe
Britton of the juvenile protective as
sociation. Mrs. JJeder f hg Catholic
and Mrs. Loewe of
Women's Leas-'wCharities. Sixty
Jewish
Associated
the
women applied for the job and were
furnished with an idea of what the
examination would be. The examina
M

m

mutm mm

mm
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taminated water and milk, unripe
fruit, germs and insects the average
of health is not good at this time or
the year. , There is much skin trouble from acid fruits, and much dyspepsia and diarrhoea from cold foods
and Iced beverages.
The skin trouble Is easily stopped
by discontinuing fruit for a few days,
and by the use of a mild laxative to
clean the bowels and tone the blood.
The dyspepsia is likewise corrected
by the use of a laxative that has combined with it the elements of digestive tonic. Hence the best remedy
to use is Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin,
which, as its name indicates, is a
pleasant laxative combined with the
virtues of pepsin, which we all know
is the best cure for indigestion.
Use Syrup Pepsin also for summer
diarrhoea. Avoid astringents, physics
and cathartics, as they are unnecessarily harsh. Thousands of. good
American families prefer Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin, among them
those of Mrs. W. a. nylor, Belolt,
tion, it is certain, will not include the
use of the club and pistol but bears
more particularly upon the things re
quisite in watchfulness of the boys
and girls in places of recreation the
dance halls, parks and excursion
steamers. Chief McWeeny had expect'
ed to assign them to duty in the "red
light" district, but it was decided that
prevention was worth many pounds
of regulation.
Fur Sales in Summer
Fur sales with the temperature in
the nineties had a rather languid beginning in Chicago, but bargain hunting cannot be entirely squelched by hot
weather even in the month of August.
The idea, for which someone must
have won promotion as it was odd and
successful, was odd enough to
commend it to such as had the price.
One announcement said: "The first selections of the world's finest furs are
placed on the market now for the garments have been made up during the
dull months when plenty of time and
care can be given to each garment.
Many original and exclusive designs
are brought out at this time which
cannot be duplicated later." Decide
for yourself how much of this was
But women In voiles usbuncombe.
think of buying fura in
not
ually do
the dogdays, and the person who fTu- trived to make them invented a 5"
?(ft of miracle. Curiously this sate
and the Jifat sle of pelts at the primary markets' Pf this continent at
Vancouver and at rn;nuuiun, iuuk
,;Jaee at the same time although there
as mighty remote relations between
them. For most of the raw pelts sold
at Edmonton will cross the Atlantic
and return before they will be ready
for display. The great sale at Vancouver this year was reported to have

m
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To close out the balance of our Summer stock, for the next few
days we will quote exceptionally low prices on items
that viil interest you this is all good desirable merchandise but we need the room for new.
goods now in transit. These

prices are for CASH ONLY.

i

Tub Silk
Waists

Jap and
Wis., who finds she can give it to her
baby without causing cramps or pains,
and Mrs. Wm. O. Richter, Clayville,
Va., who considers it a laxative tonic,
absolutely unexceed. They know of
no pleasanter cure for constipation,

One lot of women's Jap and Tub
Silk Waists in several styles, some
W'ith wide sailor collars,
others
with negligee collars, worth $1.75
to $4.00 each, special for this sale,
each
$1.35

liver trouble, indigestion, summer
diarrhoea, etc. ' It is valuable to all
the family from Infancy to old age.
Children like its taste. All druggists
sell it at fifty cents and one dollar a
bottle, the latter being the family size.
Families wishisg to try a free sample bottle can obtain it, postpaid, by
addressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 418
Washington St., Monticello, 111.

5c
One lot
edges and
ches wide,
special for

foreign countries are encamped here,
ready to compete In the series of a
and international
shooting
matches with rifle, pistol and revolver, which were formally opened at
this range today and are scheduled
to continue until September 9. The
tournament, the largest ever held in
this country and, perhaps anywhere
in the world, began today with the
contests of the National Rifle association and of the Ohio Rifle association,
which will continue until and including Saturday of next week. On the
following MondayAugust 25, the na
tional matches team, individual and
pistol by authority of congress and
the national board of promotion
of
rifle practice, will begin to con'inue
until the following Saturday. Next
in order will be the nearly half a
hundred international matches under
the auspices of the Confederacion
de Tiro (the
Shooting Union), L'Union Internationale des Federations at Associations de
Tir (The International Union of Rifle
Associations) and the National Rifle
Association of America, which will
continue until Tuesday, September 9,
on which day the tournaments
will
" ,'
;
"Tr
close.
'j :,
Seven foreign countries and the United States will line up in the international contests for world championships, and the United States infantry,
cavalry, navy and maring "corps and
the pick of the National Guards of a
majority of the states of the Union
will compete for the $3,000 national
trophy and the team championship of
the United States. Canada will try to
take back to Ottawa the historic Pal-m- a
trophy, first shot for in 1876, which
the United States team in 1907 won at
Ottawa by the world's score of 1,712.
and which another United States bain,
selected at Seagirt last September,
captured by another World record
breaking score of l.Ttu.
Among the foreign countries to take
:
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Soap

skin andscalp.

Women's 25c

$1.50 to $6.50 House Dresses for
$1.00

Wunderhose 17c

One lot of house dresses including a good variety of styles,
all sizes and all good, desirable garments, worth regularly
from $1.50 t6 $0.50, special for the August Sale, each. . . .$1.00

Women's and children's Wunderhose In black or tan, all sizes, the
best wearing 25c hosi on the mar- ket, worth 25c a pair, special for
this August Sale, per pair
17c

$6.50 to $19.50 Wash Suits for
$4.85

18c Embroideries

RIFLE SHOTS TO COMPETE
Camp Perry, O., Aug. 13. Nearly a
thousand sharpshooters from all parts
of the United States and from many

to

Labo-lator-
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included 20,000 muskrats, 1,000 ermine",
2,000 marten, 300 beaver, 100 grizzly
and brown bear pelts. The total value
was about $100,000 notwithstanding,
that the fur garments sold, even at a
midsummer, bargain sale, brought
prices which would have made the
same number of pelts run into, millions if there were not such a differ-eue- e
between the raw and the finish
ed furs. The sale of pelts at Edmon13&I a
How
u by fur traders from the north,
BABY'S HEAD
even as far as Fort Chipewyan and
Fort Smith, was reported to have ag
gregated a million dollars if supplies
were included. The trappers are turn
ReA Home Method Sure to
ing to the remote north country as
store Flesh to Natural
their last hunting ground, the wilder- Eruption Like Ulcerated Pimples.
Health,
ness west of the Rockies in British
Itched and Irritated Awfully. Hair
r
I
Columbia being wilderness no longer,
A'"
Fell Out. Cuticura Soap and Ointand that region which has yielded so
ment Cured in Three Weeks.
many pelts annually is now in process j
of transformation by the construction
Y. O. Box 55, Greenville. Cal.
"Last
through it of the second transcontinfall my baby boy, two and a half yeara old,
the
ental railway system of Canada,
fell and hit the back of his head on the door- Grand Trunk Pacific. Each year the
casing, cutting
1
quite a gash. I
catch of furs grows smaller and each
thought it would
adan
with
heal right away, so
Do not cover any external sore so as year the values rise, but
when I picked him
to Interfere with perspiration and the vance in the prices of finished furs,
formation of protective scabs. Keep Judging by the State street displays,
ftp and washed his
It clean and bandaged. It it is a stubhead I put soma
S.
S.
that
are
flush
S.
blood
with
born case,
many times greater.
your
on it and ho
This famous blood purifier works won
soon waa playing
ders. And you can easily give your
The next
again.
blood a good, thorough cleans'ng' by
PILES CURED in 6 TO 14 DAYS
morning there was
using S. S. S. There is no need for
a scab over it, but
Your druggists will refund money
anyone to be despondent over the illness of blood impurities. No matter if PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any after a fow days It began to foster and other
how badly they attack the system or 'nse of
sores came noar it. They commenced at
itching, blind, bleeding or prohow unsightly becomes the skin, just
his nock and gradually spread to the top of
remember there is one ingredient in. truding piles n fi to 14 days. Adv.
his head. The eruption was like ulcerated
S. S. S. thit so stimulates the cellular
pimples and itched and irritated liim awtissues throughout the body that each
selects its own essential nutriment READY FOR CANADIAN REGATTA fully, ospoclally at niKht, when ho would
scratch and din his head. I had hard work
from the blood.
Hamilton, Ont., Aug. 15. Arrange to keep him from scratching them. His
This means that all decay, all breaking down of the tissues, Is checked and ments are complete for the first an hair fell out where the sores wore thickest.
"The sores l.ickwi red and mattcrated. I
repair work begins. S. S. S. has such nual regatta of the
newly organized had all hia hair cut cioso to his hoad so I
a specific influence on all local cells as
to preserve their mutual welfare and Interprovincial Amateur Rowing asso- - could Ret the Culfcura Oi.itment on w
afford a proper relative assistance to
and Burning and I wtuhcl hia luri
each other. More attention is being ciaton, which i3 to be held tomorrow night
with t'to Cuti?ura Soap, la nvo wod;i
Beach well
given to constructive medicine than over the famous Burlington
was
It
nicely a::l i:i three weeks ho
ever before, and S. S. S. is the highest
course, near this city, as the conclud
was cunul and thiTO is r.ot even a
achievement in this line.
Do not fail to get a bottle of S. S. 8. ing feature of the Hamilton centennial
(Binned) Mrs. A. B. Wolters, Dee. 17, 1U12.
Toa will be astonished at the celebration. Noted oarsmen from Tor
Cuticura 3oap 25c. and Cuticura Ointment
results. If your abscess is of such a
50c. are sold everywhere.
Liberal sample of
nature that you would like to consult onto, Ottawa, St: Catharines and oth- each mailed free, with 32-- Skin Book. Ada snecipl'st, vrtte iy the Medical Dept., er
" Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."
d
plaes will compete for the valuable dress
The Swift Specific Co., 1S7 .Swift
JtiTMen who shave and shampoo with CuAtlanta, Gii.
prizes offered by the association.
will rind it best for
ticura
e,

15, 1913.
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Many Also Get Diarrhoea What to
Do in Either Case
Summer ought to be the months of
most perfect health, but owing to con-
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One lot of women's Wash Suits in eluding a nice variety
of styles and sizes in Linen, Linenne and Rep, worth from
$6.50 to $19.50 each, all desirable colors, special for tills
sale, each
$4.85

both
of embroideries,
insertions, one to 5 inworth from 7
to 18c
this sale, per yard,.. 5c

35c Neckwear 14c
One lot of women's neckwear Including a large variety of the best
styles, worth 25c to 35c each, spe- cial for this sale, each
14c

WOMEN'S LINGERIE WAISTS
$1.75 Waists for 88
One lot

o!'

$1.25 Waists for 65c

women Lingerie WTaists, all this season's styles, includ-

Our entire line of women's Lingerie Waists and women's

ing both high and low necks, long and short sleeves, worth $1.75 each,

o'rldren's

special for this sale

special, each

88c

fitoa VedaiLeaditu

"I

C

Agents

Butterick Patterns

Switzerland,
France, Sweden and ft number of other countries. Cash and silver and
bronze trophic of from $150 to $3,00'J
in value, amounting in the aggregate
about $50,000, make a prize list four
times greater than at any shooting
tourney ever held before in North
America.' The cash prizes alone in.
the international matches foot up more
than $14,000. In addition to these
general prizes there are many special
prizes and trophies to be competed
for. What promises to be the most
interesting contest will be the inter
national rifle shooting championship
of the world, on a decimal ring target
at 300 metres, using what is designated
abroad as the "free rifle". This me
thod of free-hanshooting with the
is comparatively new to
American sharpshooters but is generally practiced by experts in European
,
countries.
d

hair-trigge- r,

.

v-

greater waterplane

flight around Great

Britain, in which a number of the
best craft of this type in Great Britain will compete for the $25,000 prize
offered by the proprietors of the Daily
Mail to the aircraft which first completes the prescribed circuit within a
period not exceeding 72 hours. The
contest which will be formally opened
tomorrow, Is held under the auspices
of the Royal Aero club, which has
mapped out the route for the flight and
has set down the rules governing the
race.
The start will be made from here
and the route will follow a line via
Scarborough, Aberdeen, Inverness, Oban, Dublin and Falmouth, back to Southampton water. 1
The controls will be at or near the 3
and competitors
places mentioned
must alight at each of these controls
for purposes of Identification. Each
aircraft must remain for 30 minutes
at each control, but this time will not
be counted as part of the .72 hours.

Dover,

1

Talking Machines

lief taking Foley's Honey and Tar Com-

Sausage must contain not more tham
pound." Use no other in your family 2 per cent of
cereals and 3 per cenf
and refuse substitutes. O. G. Schaefer
of water. No .more Bob-veRed Cross Drug gfor?,- - Adv.
less tham
four weeks old is to be sold.
Other
r",
FOOD AND HONEST WEIGHT Pf .the new laws provide strict sal
Lansing, Mich., Aug. 15. A score or tary regulations for creameries, canmore of laws passed by the last legis- neries and other places where foodlature and put into effect today are stuffs are, prepared or sold.
expected to put Michigan at the top
Constipation is the start!
of the list of "pure food" states. Some
for many serious diseases. To be healof the laws designed to prevent food
thy keep the bowels active and reguadulteration and to insure honest lar. HERBINE will remnvA nil
stim
weights and measures are decidedly ulations in the bowels and put the sys
tem
in
Price 50c.
prime condition.
advanced In their character. All food
Sold by Centra Drug Co. Adv.
Inspectors thoughout the state have
been made inspectors of weights and YOU who
require the best and purest
measures also. Every commission medicine see
that you get Foley'3 Tion-e- y
merchant dealing in farm prolucts is
and Tar Compound in preference-- .
to be licensed by the state. Deceptive to any other for coughs, cnids notho
labels and the misbranding of food hoarsness, tickling throat and lunsr
troubles. It is a strictly hteh erario
pacHages as to weight are prohibited. family medicine. iil mittf flnnrnrofl
In future all butter sold in Michigan drilgS Of first ni'mlltv sra nsol tn Ha
must lis SO per cent fat, cre&m 18 per manufacture. It gives the best results
ctilit fat and cheese 30 per cent fat. and contains no opiates. O, G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.

Tales of "Honey and Tar" from West
and East
Wm. Lee, Paskenta, Calif., says, "It
gives universal, featlsfaction and I use
only Foley's Honey and Tar Compound for my children," E, C. Rhodes,
MIddleton, Ga., writes, "I had a racking lagrippe cough and finally got re

READY FOR FLIGHT
Southampton, Eng., Aug. 15. This
city is filled with viators from all
parts of the United Kingdom and many
foreigners who have come here to
of the
witness the start tomorrow

Son

VICTOR

South 5idoPki3a

are
not prohibited, but the time thus consumed is counted as part of the flying
time. Only British subjects and pilots
registered and licensed under the
rules of the Royal Aero club will be
permitted to take part In the race.
Each machine must carry a passenger in adddition to its pilot and their
Combined must not be less than 265
pounds. Any deficiency in weight
must be made up by ballast. Only
machines entirely built in Great Britain or the British colonies will be
permitted to take part in the race.
Towing is not prohibited, but the finishing line must be crossed in flight.

Diarrhoea Quickly Cured
"I was taken with diarrhoea aad Mr.
Yorks, the merchant here, persuaded
me to try a bottle of Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. After taking one dose of it I
was cured. It also cured others that
I gave it to," writes M. E. Gebhart,
Oriole, Pa. That is not at all unusual.
An ordinary attack of diarrhoea can
almost invariably by cured by one or
two doses of this remedy. It is one
of the most successful preparations
that has hon discovered. Thousands
have testified to its value. For sale ft
Adv. H
by all dealers.

each, a large variety of styles,

Store

s

part in the international contests are Stoppages between the controls
Mexico, Cuba, Argentina,

$1.25

65c

xasmumM

EfttibHaliod 1862

worth

Middy Blouses,
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THE CRISIS IN MEXICO
By SEN4T0R

!

ALBERT B. FALL in LESLIE'S

teslie's Weekly for the current veok
carries a lengthy and able discussion
by Senator Albert B. Fall ol this state
arupon the Crisis in Mexico. The
ticle is profusely illustrated with nno
photographs and is featured on the
cover.
The entire story is as follows:
To arrive at a clear understanding
of conditions in Mexico, one must know
something of its people. 1 will present as concisely as possible ti few
facts which may enable your readers
to better appreciate the Mexican conditions, at least as I understand them.
MexPopulation. The population of
1910
was
of
census
the
ico as given by
15,G03,207. This population, according
to the census refered to, consists of
20 per cent of the white race; 43 per
cent of mixed, and 37 per cent of the
'
Indian race. I would say that, roughly speaking, 50 per cent of the population is pure Indian; about 30 per
cent mixed, with more or less Indian
blood; while the remaining 20 per cent
constitute the white population, of
course of Spanish descent. The best
authorities give of the foreign residents 20,000 Spaniards, 5,000 British,
5,000 Germans, and about 30,000 Americans. In my judgment, the American population prior to 1912 was approximately 40,000.
Among the 50 per cent of pure Indian blood out of the total population,
51 distinct languages and innumerable
dialects are spoken., As a general
thing, Spanish is more or less understood among these people, and in every settelment some one can be found
who understands and speaks the Spanish language. North of a line drawn
through the republic from about the
city of Torreon, the Indian population
generally, forming of course the basic
slock of approximately the total pupula-tin- ,
belong to the great "Athabascan"
family, and although known as Yaquis,
Tarahuramaris,, Temoches, etc, etc.,
and speaking different languages, are
closely related, and are generally
hardy hunters and "eaters of meat."
The Zapotecas of the south central
part of the republic are superior Indians who were allies of and not conquered by the Spaniards, and from
whom came the great Liberator Benito
Juarez. The Mayas o fthe southern
part of the republic are also hardy
people of strong character and determination. The other Indians in the
republic are, generally Breaking, thosp
living in the low and tropical valleys
and may be classed, as distinguished
from those above referred to, as of
the "vegetable" of fruit eating families.
None of those people are warlike,
or of wild or savage character, and
not since the years 1680-9until recently has there been any general unrest or armed disturbance among this
50 per cent of Mexico's population.
They have taken little or no part ,in
the government of the country, except
in a few individual instances; they
have taken no interest in or ather
been allowed no participation in the
general elections, tout have rested content with the election of their local
"Predddntes" or other local officials.
From the 30 per cent of mixed bloods,
commonly designated in Mexico by the
ruling class as "Peons," "Pelados,"
etc., together with the Indians, come
the workers who perform all classes
0

'

of labor.

The 20 per cent of the population
referred to as of white blood, inheriting and exhibitng the characteristics
of the old Spanish "Conquistadores,"
are a most courteous people, pleasant
and affable with those whom they regard as their equals, haughty and arrogant to their inferiors. These have
constituted the class from whose
ranks almost without exception have
come the rulers, and the
Wealthy,
property owning Mexicans. To this
class the Peon and Pelado and the
Indian ranch workman,' or any one
who performs manual labor, is an inSince the Spanish conferior being.
quest to within recent times, the Indian and mixed populatipn have looked upon the white population with
more or less of the awe with which
their ancestors regarded the followers
of Cortez. Within the last 50 years,
this feeling has been gradually growing weaker.
Diaz regime. After more than 50
years of almost constant revolution,
during which time the form of government changed eight or ten times, while
very few of the presidents, dictators
or emperors continued in office more
than one or two years, the country,
worn out with these revolutions, with
American-Mexicawar of 1846-4and
later the Maximilian war, was restored to some semhlance of peace by the
successful revolution of Porfirlo Diaz.
Among those who were contemporaries of Diaz, and who are now dead,
or each over SO years of age, were
many of the stroneest men whom Mex
n

ico has ever produced. Trevino, Gonzales, Terrazas, and many others of this
generation were men of great force
of character and intellect. From the
inauguration of the second term of
Diaz really began a new history of
'
''
Mexico.
A standing
sufficient
of
army
strength to answer the purposes was
recruited and disciplined, and law was
enforced, and peace and order main"

tained throughout the entire republic.
Railroads were built, affording easy
communication and enabling the army
to be moved rapidly from one point to
another, or concentrated in any threatened danger1 ozne. Telegraph and later telephone lines were constructed,
until they formed a network connecting the remotest mining camp with
some garrisoned town. The public
debt known as the foreign debt, or
that payable in foreign currency, as
also the internal debt, or that payable
in Mexican currency, was successfully
funded in 1899, and in 1910 the former
amounted to 300,524,996 pesos, and
the latter to 137,850,133 pesos. The
interest upon this debt was in 1910 being promptly paid, and the revenues
of the republic exceeded the interest
account and the necessary expend!
tures by something approximating
pesos per annum.
Diaz was an absolute ruler, supported by the governors of the different
states, each absolute In his own state;
each maintained in office and often
changed from one state to another by
order of the president; and each in
turn loyal to and supporting the supreme yower vested in Porfirio Diaz.
Of course, this condition of affairs
necessarily was the cause of much
suppressed resentment in the different
states. The younger generation of
Mexicans growing up and being imbued with more democratic ideas; the
30 per cent population gaining more or
less education through the somewhat
widely distributed, though of course
more or less defective school system;
the circulation of newspapers throughout the country; the engaging by large
numbers of the population In labor
generally for Americans upon railroads, electric roads, electric light and
power plants, mines, eac, where they
could appreciate the difference in the
treatment received at the hands of
the American and Mexican employer;
the annual exodus of tens of thousands of workingmen from Mexico to
the United States, where they con
stituted and yet constitute the work
ing force on the railroad sections from
El Paso to San Francisco, and through
the state of Texas on the Texas Pacific, and Southern Pacific, and north
on the Rock Island and Santa Fe; the
employment of these men in the beet
sugar fields in Colorado, and In the
cotton fields of Texas and Louisiana;
the emigration of this class in their
broad brimmed straw hats with their
bare feet only protected my the san-dawith all their little belongings
tied in a cotton rag; their annual return In American clothes, In American shoes, and with a valise holding
their surplus clothing; all such influ
ences have for years molded the middle class and the few Indians who
have felt them, Into different beings
from the Peons, Pelados, or Indians
whom Diaz knew In 1876.
Present conditions are even more
largely due to the exile of many lib
eral and progressive men as well as
agitators, and the formation of the
liberal "Junta" in St. Louis
in 1906; to the dissemination by this
committee of militant socialistic and
anarchistic literature through the columns of their paper La Kegeneracion
"
and through circular letter
and "plans" (platforms,)
forwarded to their agents in every
and
town and hamlet In 18 states,
more or less thoroughly distributed
in the other states of the republic; to
the promulgation by this committee
and circulation of literature concernof these
ing the plankf in the platform
aeitators calling for the confiscation
of real estate and property which had
been acquired by the ruling class, as
it. was claimed, by graft and by favor
and without due compensation to the
The Indians were
publio treasury.
lirsert to remember that the land be
the
longed to their forefathers; that
the
before
hills
In
the
were
mines
Spaniards came, and were told that,
through allegiance to the liberal parprinciples, that
ty and its .
anwhich had been taken from their
rewould
be
themselves
cestors and
stored.
The "Junta" urged Its followers and
and
sypathizers to join with Madero,
were
Diaz:
they
the
despot
overthrow
told that with Diaz overthrown, they
could and should, at the earliest opIn his
portunity, overthrow Madero.
Madero
Luis
Potosi,
San
of
"plan"
to
adopted a plank, calling attention
d

"pronun-ciamientos-

d

the robbery of the people of the lands
which should have been theirs. He
promised restitution of such poreprty
and also promised distribution of remaining lands to Individuals for
homes. This Madero platform by the
masses was construed to be Identical
with that of the liberal party, and the
majority of these people were In thorough sympathy with the opposition
to the government.
These people were reminded of the
fact that they took no part in the government of their country, that laws
which had been enacted were enforced
to their detriment, and not for their
protectiou; that they had no part in
the election of the president, or of
the congress, and could not even name
the governor of their state; they were,
reminded of the fact that they hadl
lived under their tribal relations be
fore the Spaniard came, and that they
could best live happily and peaceably
under such tribal relations and with
no national or state government in the
republic.
The Orozco revolution, socalled, was
a revolt of the mountaineers, Mexicans
and Indians of. the Guerrero district
in Chihuahua, almost entirely against
local conditions. It was claimed by
these people that every milk cow,
or ox, plow or harrow, and
every piece of cultivated ground, was
taxed to the utmost, while the broad
grazing lands of the rich rancheros
with their large flocks and herds, were
only taxed nominally.
Madero joined
Orozco.
furnished
.arms, ammunition and money for sup
plies, and was proclaimed provisional
president' Comparatively few of the
workingmen of Mexico took part in
this
revolution; few miners
left the American mining camps, and
then only when, because'of failure to
obtain the necessary supplies, powder,
etc., the mines were shut down. While
sympathizing with revolutions, the
great mass of the Mexican people have
been contented to remain at work if
allowed to do so, and have not taken
up arms against the government, except when threatened with forced conscription and their property with destruction, or when forced out of employ-horse-

ployment.

The result of this sympathy on t'je
part of the 12,000,000 people against
the domination and rule of the representatives of 3,000,000 has been that
no government, that is to say, neither
that of Madero nor that of Huerta,
has been able to secure volunteers for
its army, no matter was inducement
or reward was offered. The Mexican
army has been recruited only through
forced conscription and by the emptying of the jails. As a fighting force,
it Is a negligible quantity, but it is
fairly well armed. Man for man the
revolutionists and bandits are better
fighting men than are the regular
troops recruited from the state jails.
"
Mexican of the 20
The
per cent class does not volunteer in
either army, nor does he contribute
one dollar, except through forced loan
or contribution, to either si3e. The
younger generation have not undergone hardships, have taken little part
in government, and have contended
themselves with leading lives of ease
on revenues derived from the accumulations of their fathers.
Antagonism to the American. One
element of the Mexican population
has entertained a feeling of antagonist to the Americans, because our action resulted in driving the French
from Mexico, placing Juarez in power
and thus indirectly causing the confiscation of church property, and passing of laws now in force In Mexico un
der which no nun can appear in public in the garb of her order, no priest
in his gown, and no religious procession of any kind or character in the
is yet
streets; and the war of 1846-4remembered. Agitators have proclaimed against us as a nation, and as inthe
dividuals gradually acquiring
wealth of Mexico. Japan has been
praised by the same people, because
she has been supposed to be unfriend
ly to us, and the ignorant have had
hinted to them a Japanese, alliance.
"high-toned-

8

Don't Hide Them With a Veil; Remove Them With the Othlne
Prescription
This prescription for the removal
of freckles was written by a prominent physicipn and is usually so suc
cessful in removing freckles and giv
ing a clear, beautiful complexion that
it is sold by your druggist unJer an
absolute guarantee tojefund the mon
ey If it fails.
Don't hide your freckles under a
veil; get an ounce of othlne and remove them. Even the first few applications should show a wonderful Improvement, some of the lighter
freckles vanishing entirely.
Be sure to aBk the druggist for the
double strength othlne; It Is this that
Is sold on the money-bacguarantee.
k

This supposed or proposed alliance
has been whispered in every town city
and hamlet in Mexico, particularly for
last three years. Then came the Madero revolution.
The people who were fighting Diaz
came to the American border and were
able to purchase from merchants in
the United States arms and ammunition of all classes and Is any quantity.
These were imported through Juarez
and other ports. Without such freedom of purchase and importation of
arms and munitions of war, the attack upon Juarez would have been a
fiasco, and Diaz could never have
been shaken from his office.
'

Madero was inaugurated and, failing
fn narrv nut thfl land nlnnk In Viffl Tiln.t- revo,ution contlnued agalnBt
him. The arms and munition law of
March 14, 1912, was passed, and the
Mexicans of the north found that the
situation had entirely changed. They
could no longer procure arms and ammunition, and so were placed in a position where they could meet no large
armed force in regular battle, as It
was necessary to smuggle ammunition
in small quantities across the border
and transport the same upon mule
back, through mountain paths and ov-

er deserts for great distances.
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CHICAGO'S PERRY CARNIVAL
Chicago, Aug. 15. Chicago's lake
front today took on a gala appearance

in preparation for a week's celebra
tion of the centennial of Perry's vic
tory on Lake Erie. The festivities are
scheduled to begin tomorow with a re
view of the. state troops by Governor
Dunne and Mayor Harrison. The military review will be succeeded by the
naval review of the Great Lakes
squadron, and then the sigual will be
given for the approach of Perry's
flagship Niagara from the yacht har
bor. The craft will be greeted
with a cannonade salute
of 21
guns. For and entire week the
lake front will be alive with the
events of the centennial celebration
and the mammoth water carnival, in
cluding world's championship hydroplane races and naval sham battles.
The daughter of A. Mitchell, Bagdad, Ky., had a bad case of kidney
trouble and they feared her health
was permanently Impaired. Mr. Mitch
ell says, "She was in terrible shape
but I got her to take Foley Kidney
Pills and now she is completely cur
ed." Women are more liable to have
kidney trouble'than men and will find
Foley Kidney Pills a safe dependable
and honest medicine. O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
.

CRISIS MAY
RESULT OF TAX
DEC ISION
EXTRA SESSION
DECLARED
TO
BE POSSIBLE AS CONSEQUENCE
OF LOOPHOLE IN LAW

Santa Fe, Aug. 15. Because of derecently handed down by
Judge E. L. Medler of the Third district in a tax suit against Howell
Crane and in a subsequent action by
Crane against W. W. Cox, treasurer
of Dona Ana county, it seems possible
that an extra session of the legislature may be called. At any rate,
should the decision be sustained by
the supreme court, to which it has
been appealed, the different counties
will be in a serious condition.
The decision has attracted a great
deal of attention from the attorneys
here for the meetings of the board
of equalization and hardly anything
else is being talked of in legal circisions

cles.

The Taft proclamation followed, orThe decision hold that the taxation
MEMORIAL TO P1LGIM FATHERS law
enacted is the closing hours of
dering or directing the ambassador
15. Ambassador
London,
Aug.
and consular officers of this govern
the last session of the state legislament In Mexico to warn all Ameri- Page, together with many prominent ture, specifically repealed the Duncan
cans to get out of that republic. Im menfbers of the American colony in tax law of 1899, and at the same time
mediate advantage was taken of this London, journeyed to Southampton to provided no method by which the
proclamation by demagogues and agi day to attend the dedication of an collection of taxes for 1912 and prior
tators, and others who were sincere imposing memorial erected there to years could be enforced by the county
The memorial treasurers.
in their antagonism to the United the Pilgrim Fathers.
States because of the prohibiton of stands on the quay where the Pilgrims
The case on which the decision is
the exportation from this country of gathered In prayer on that memorable based grew out of an omnibus suit
arms and ammunition to that coun day in 1620 before embarking on the filed by District Atrorney Hamilton
try, to instill Into the minds of their Mayflower, to begin their journey to in the Third district for the collection
ignorant followers the fear that the the great, unknown land across the of delinquent taxes for the past five
United States proposed to invade Mex sea. A feature of the memorial Is a years in Dona Ana county. Attorneys
ico for the purpose of acquiring that tablet inscribed in memory of John for the delinquents filed a demurrer
country, and of putting back into the Alden, the youngest of the Pilgrims setting forth that as the law required
ancient system of peonage and slave- - and who was given immortal fame a different return day for the different
The cost of years, an omnibus action covering the
by the poet Longfellow.
ly the inhabitants of Mexico.
The Americans all over Mexico, in the tablet was contributed by the Al several years would not lie. The dethe little mining camps and in the den Kindred of America, composed of murrer was sustained and the district
attorney at once instituted separate
isollated places, as well descendants of John and Priscilla
suits covering the delinquencies of
as in the cities, immediately felt the
the different years.
deadly effect upon the minds of the
One of the first cases to come up
Mexican people of this proclamation Kidney Trouble Began With a Lame
Back
was that against Howell Crane, as
Desperate efforts were made to get
J. L. Hackl, 915 Eighth St., Lincoln,
the women and children out of the 111., was recently cured of a bad case trustee, involving a matter of some
Decision
country Many have for various rea of kidney trouble that started with a $3,000 taxes due in 1910
sons been unable to leave and thou lame back, and says: "I am certainly was rendered for the plaintiff, Treassands of these people were the .pio thankful in getting a cure of my kid- urer Cox of Dona Ana county, who at
ney trouble by using Foley Kidney once proceeded to enforce the collecneers, and sons of the pioneers, and Pills. Try them
O. G.
yourself.
tion of the tax by means of advertisedescendants of those who have made Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
ment and sale of the property.
Adv.
this great country. They could not
Attorneys for Crane at once petiaccumunot
and would
surrender the
tioned for a writ of masdamus to prelations of a lifetime, invested in a lit- MRS. JOHN A. LOGAN 75 YEARS
vent the sale of property upon the
tle Mexican ranch and a few head of
Washington, Aug. 15. Mrs. John A ground that there was no law under
stock, or In a little farm or a mining Logan, widow of the famous soldier which these
delinquent taxes could be
prospect; and while the majority at- and United States senator, attained collected.
was argued that the 1913
It
tempted to send their families away, her seventy-fiftbirthday anniversary law specifically repealed the act of
many of the women refused to leave today, having been born in Petersburg, 1899 under which
It was proposed to
their husbands and brothers.
Mo., August 15, 1838. During the life sell the property, and that the 1913
The condition in Mexico is more or time of her husband Mrs. Logan made statute, while it
provided for the col
less an agrarian uprising of a very ig- her home in Illinois, which state Gen- lection of taxes which
might become
norant population, 70 per cent of whom eral Logan represented In the United delinquent in the
future, was utterly
cannot read or write, and who are States senate, but for nearly 30 years Innocent of any clause which could
easily played upon by demagogues; past she has resided In Washington. be construed into an authorization of
a kindly, Through her public addresses and writ- the collection of taxes due
and yet, who are natural
in 1912 or
generous and, hospitable people. The ings Mrs. Logan long ago became one prior years. It was argued that the
conflict is irreconcilable, and is com- of the most widely known women of act must specifically provide that it
was to be retroactive or the legal preplicated in evey phase by racial anta- America.
gonism.
sumption would be that it was not so
In every home where there is a Intended.
I very much fear that the Mexican
should also be a bottle of
himself will never be able to restore baby thereBABY
Judge Medler, after listening to ex
ELIXIR. It may be
McGEE'S
order, certainly not under the leader- Deeded at any time to correct sour haustive argument on the subject,
or granted the mandamus, and District
ship of a man like Huerta. If the Uni- stomach, wind colic, diarrhoea
ted States were to see fit to intervene summer complaint. It is a whole Attorney Hamilton, for Treasurer
even with its armed forces for the res- some remedy, contains no opium, mor- Cox, at once filed notice of appeal to
or injurious drug of any kind the state
toration of order and the maintenance phine
supreme court. The appeal
Price 25c and 50c per bottle. Sold by
has been perfected and both sides to
of peace until such time as a president Central Drug Co. Adv.
the controversy are anxiously awaitcould be elected by the. Mexicans en1
ing a final decision in the matter.
titled to vote, and not simply by
BIRTHDAY OF LOS ANGELES
Measwhile the collection of taxes,
per cent of the voting population; and
Los Angeles, Calif., Aug. 15. Los in
the counties comprising the Third
If such intervention was with the un
Angeles reached her one hundred and
district at least, is practically
communicated
not
judicial
only by
derstanding
thirty second birthday anniversary to- suspended.
The collector of Dona
public proclamation, but by a commis
and in honor of the occasion flags Ana county is
sion to the Mexican people, that this day,
specifically restrained
were displayed on all public and many
court
order
from selling property
by
country had no intention of seizing private buildings.. The history of the
for taxes, while the collectors of
Mexico or acquiring its territory, or
city dates from August 15, 1781, when Otero, Lincoln and Torrance counties
disturbing Its laws or of administer- Felipe de Neve, governor of Alta Calihave been advised by the district ating its government; but that we in fornia, came from the San Gabriel
to postpone their advertised
tended to retire, as we did from Cuba, mission to the Indian village of Yang-na- , torney
sales
from
day to day until final deupon assurance of the payment to
and gave to the settlement the cision in the .ease has been handed
damand
all foreigners of
Americans
name of Town of Our Lady, the Queen down
by the supreme court.
ages already done, together with the of the Angels, which Imposing title
The
decision in this case, if sustainexpenses of such intervention and par was later abbreviated to Los Angeles. ed
the court above, means a seriby
believe
reason
and have
cification, I
ous crisis for the state. Under existto believe from statements made by
Postmaster Antolne Deloria, Gardlaw county commissioners are forofficers and soldiers of the regular ner, Mich., speaks for the guidance of ing
to use the money collected for
bidden
army, and by officers and soldiers and those troubled with kidney and blad- taxes of 1913 for the
"From
der
and
purpose of paysays
my
Iregularities,
citizens in sympathy with the opposiFo- ing the obligatioss Incurred In that
can
own
I
recommend
experience
bettion to the government, that the
ley Kidney Pills. My father also was year, but must use the 19iz money for
ter class of people would flock to the cured
of kidney disease, and many the payment of the 1913
expenses. If
assistance of the Untied States, rely- neighbors were cured by Foley Kidney the treasurers
are unable to enforce
faith.
Pills." O. .0. Schaefer and Red Cross the collection of taxes
ing on our good
of 1912 and
Within six months' time they would Drug Store. Adv.
prior years and the counties and the
have assisted us in restoring order in
state must subsist on such taxes as
Horros! Joe Jackson is surely goMexico to the extent of wiping out
are voluntarily paid, the state and the
double-header
He played is a
at
every bandit now infesting that coun- ing.
several cousties are in a predicament
Boston the other day and didn't get
a
establishing
peaceable,
and,
and
try,
which could scarcely be more seflous.
with our assistance, a strong govern- get at hit all afternoon.
The possibilities of the situation have
ment. Falling intervention of this
revived the rumors of an extra session
Sometimes the symptoms of kidney
character, we should hold each faction anA
ntnin
fhnt of the legislature and it is said that
Klnlrlpr trnnhlo nrfl nrt
responsible for the protection of lives no one can mistake them. Backache.' the governor nas been sounded on the
and property within its de facto juris- weak and lame back with soreness ov- - subject. It is pointed out by lawyers
diction, and use such force and means er the kidneys, sharp pains, rheumat- - that the insertion of half a dozen
as may be necessary to insure such ism, dull headache, and disturbed words is the 1913 statute would
are all indications of a trouble edy the difficllUy anJ that lhIa c0Uld
protection and prompt punishment of
K,v Ione in a
willful offesders. If we must adopt that Foley Kidney Pills will relieve
very short time. Whether
quickly and permanently. Try them. tne
arms
the
exmunition
and
this course,
governor would' be inclined to
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
low the legislature to consider the
clusion act should be repealed.
Adv.
h

,

rem-slee-

county salary question and other
pressing matters in the event of an
extraordinary session is worrying the
county officers. Thus far the governor
is silent on tile subject and it 1$ more
than, possible that he will await the
decision of the supreme court before
taking any action toward calling the
lawmakers together.
The effect of Judge Medler's decision, if it Is sustained by the supreme
court, and If the legislature falls to
alter the law, it 13 said, will be to
place. the tax collector In the position
of a private creditor. Upon the assumption that taxes due are a legal
obligation the representative of the
state or county or .other taxing au
thority may file Individual sult3
against delinquents, get judgment and
collect as ordinary judgments are collected from delinquent taxpayers must
be done away with, the taxpayer, in
the event of judgment against him,
being only liable for the amount found
due together with inrert thereon at
the legal rate for the period of the
delinquency
The 1913 tax law was one of the
most carefully, if not prayerfully considered pieces of legislation enacted
by the last session of the first state
legislature. Introduced early in the
session, it was in the hands of the
finance committee of the house or
senate practically for the entire 00
days and only passed the senate a few
seconds before the vice president suddenly terminated the session at high
noon on the day fixed by law for adjournment. The measure wbb regarded by its framers as one of the .best
pieces of legislation ever enacted in
New Mexico, but since its passage
several
defects
have
developed.
Among the more serious flaws, aside
from that set forth in the Dona Ana
county decision, is in the publication
feature of the measure. The new law
does away with the publication of the
delinquent tax list in detail as has
formerly been required in New Mexi
co, providing instead that the treasurer must publish short notices setting
forth that upon a certain date the
sale of all property upon which taxes
are delinquent will be commenced
and that the sale will be continued
from day to day until all such prop
erty has been sold and the claims of
the public treasury satisfied. The pub
lication of the delinquent tax list was
done away with upon, the grounds of
economy, but another clause of the
same law, the lawyers hold, provides
that the county must puublish a list
of the property sold for taxes, togeth
er with the name of the owner, the
buyer and a short description of the
property. To comply with this provision of the law would1 bankrupt
many of the counties, it is said. One
of the district attorneys, in whose district is located one of the most populous counties in the etate, was heard
to declare this week that the entire
levy of 4his county would not be sufficient to meet the expenses of publication under this provision of the law.
Important to Dyspeptics
Bear in mind that Phflmhnrlnfn'it
Tablets improve the appetite, strenirth- en the digestion and. regulate the
liver and bowels. Just what you need.
For sale by all dealers.
Adv.
Subscribe for The Optic.
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Summer?
Upon the correct answer to
this question will depend
much of the pleasure of your
outing. Why not avail yourself of the assistance of the
undersigned, one of the Santa Fe's summer tour specialists? His help will cost you
nothing, but you will find it
invaluable.

Why Not Visit
Colorado, Grand Canyon,
California, (he Northwest
Chicago, Adirondack, (he
Northern Lake Regions, or
the Atlantic Coast Resorts
this summer?
Complete information about summer fares and train service, etc.
sent promptly, if you address
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will know that he worked, ho will
know where he worked and there can
be no criticism coming from him on
the 'way the work was done.
And even though all the men in the
state worked not one but several days,
New Mexico's roads would still be no
better than they ought to be.
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One of our neighbors keeps chickens. Now, understand, this is not an
arraignment of the chicken. Chickens, in our estimation, are amiable
beasts connected inseparably with
our morning hen fruit and other pleasing vegetables. We have not a thing
in the world against those chickens.
Nor have we against the neighbor.
..
t,
i : t
rersoawiy. mow cmc
as nice a ioi or cuicKens as we
saw. But some or tneir acts or oi- ficial life are displeasing to us. We
believe that some of their
not connected with
are worthy of severe criticism. Now
we have no wish to disparage those
chickens, but their associations are
bad. They are entirely too attractive
to certain small animals known colloquially as skunks. It is said they are
also attractive to certain persons who
greatly delight in eating th meat of
nice young, tender, fresh juicy chickens, such as one occasionally finds In
the meat marl eis and poulterers'
shops. Bui it is the skunk to which
we object.
Last night a sluuik came and settled down near those chickens. Someone must have irritated him, it may
have been one of the chickens themselves, nestling closer to his warm
and furry side, for all we know. But
at any rate he was Irritated and he
made such a fuss about it that the
whole neighborhood knew it. In fact
it was impressed upon the denizens
of that section of town with great
force. The skunk's presence in that
hen house became an. assault upon
the community.
It battered at their
doors and windows and forced Its
way even into the most private

$2.00
l.OO

(Cash in Advance for Mail Subscrip
tions.)
Remit by draft, check or money or
der. If sent otherwise we will not
le responsible for loss.
Specimen copies free on application.
.'Ml??-
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ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
PAID FOR

Advertisers are guaranteed the
largest daily and weekly circulation
of any newspaper in northern New
Mexico.
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CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Aug. 15. Corn made a
sharp advance today, led by the Sep-

The saddest phase of the whole
mess ia the confession and subsequent
illness of Mrs. Sulzer,
o
It looks like Pitcher Murphy had
"grooved" two and Batsman Sulzer
had failed to hit 'em.
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Wheat, September

95.

90;

May
Corn, September
"May

87;

wethers $4.255; ewes were bid up smartly, the common risstockers. and feeders ing 1 and the preferred five points.
Union Pacific left another movement
$2.50!s?4.50.
in the later dealings soon being Joined by Reading, Steel and other active
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, Aug. 13. The apathy of issues, most of which were then at the
today's stock market afforded a strik- day's low level. There was a slight
ing contrast to recent days, when Increase of activtiy- but at the expense
on
a
little
and
broad
of
values,
were
support being
quoted
large
dealings
rising tendency. Trading in the first offered on the decline.
The market closed weak. Selling
hour was perfunctory, the ticker freon reports of further crop dama
halt
to
and
before
based
quently coming
noon conditions were utterly stagnant. age caused a rapid decline in the last
Issues usually accepted as market hour. Stocks only remotely affected
leaders were slightly under the pre- by unfavorable agricultural conditions
vious day's final quotations, but there were no less weak than the grangers.
was no pressure, although Canadian Losses ran from 1 to 2 points. Steel,
Pacific, New Haven and the Rock Is- was etxensively sold, lost over four
lands issues were down one to almost points from the week's high.
The last sales were as follows:
two points.
72
Advances were restricted to minor Amalgamated Copper
; .100
railways and specialties, including American Sugar, bid
95
Harvester prefered, Virginia Iron ana Atchison
159
Lorillard Tobacco, the lartter rising Reading :
92
Southern Pacific
seven points. Bonds were steady.
152
were
Union
Pacific
amounts
stock
of
Only limited
62
offered at the lower levels and when United States Steel
107
some inquiry arose later, prices moved United States Steel, pfd.....
up easily to where they left off yesSubscribe for The Optic
terday. Westlnghouse Electric issues

December $4.505.50;

$3.504.25;

74; December
tember options. Receipts here bad 69;
70.
fallen almost to nothing, country of
Oats, September 43; December
ferings promised to continue light, and 45; May 48.
there was not let up In the drought
Pork, September $20.55;
January
o
and heat southwest and the forecast $18.67.
Well, Albuquerque got away with it was for an, eastern spread of the heat
Lard, September ?H.07;, October
for wave. Opening prices ranged from
$11.15; January $10.55.
They entertained the Templars
two hours Wednesday afternoon.
to 1 cent higher. December started
Ribs, September $10.95;
October
o
rk to
up at 684 and but reacted to $10.85; January $9.90.
Mulnall is ill. Not half so ill as 6S. The close was steady at 69
some of his testimony made some peo
tor Dece
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
to
Kansas City, August 15. Hogs, rethereat.
mainly
through disgust
ple,
o
Wheat advanced with corn because ceipts 2,500. Market 5 to 10 cents
Henry Lane Wilson's little effort in of unfavorable weather In France and higher. Bulk, $7.75 8. 35; heavy $7.75
the prints of Wednesday appears like- Germany.
December, which opened
8.15; packers and butchers $7.75
to 90y2, a gain of Ya to
, 8.45;
ly to be his last bid for publicity, at at 90
lights $7.758.50; pigs $6
touched 90
and fell back to 90& 6.75.
least, as an ambassador.
o
.
The close was steady with De
Cattle, receipts 1,500. Market stea
The reIaMonp 0f bananas to diplomacy cember
net higher at 90
dy. Prime fed steers $8.409; dressdiffer6nt from their relation to tarDecember oats started a shade to ed beef steers $7.458.35; western
iff and both are different from the
M cent higher at 44 to 44 and steers $67.80; southern steers $4.75
.
sold at UY
diplomacy of banana republics.
heifers
6.E0; cows $3.756.50;
o
First provision transactions were $4.B08.50; stockers and feeders
cent higher, Including $5.50,8; hulls $4.256.50; calves
Well, Colonel Twitchell has a good Yi to 1012
plan for making that exhibit a sue January options as follows: Pork $5.509.25.
;
;
cess. It remains to be seen whether $18.75; lard $10.55; ribs $9.87. The
1,000.
Market
Sheep, receipts
a better .one can be developed.
closing quotations were
steady. Lambs $67.15; yearlings
-

.

o

it is knowledge of the heat
wave that keeps Kansas and Missouri
Maybe

senators from figuring prominently in
the fight for a congressional recess,

20c

We heard a woman say the other
day that she had never heard her baby
cry in all the 17 months of his life. Isn't
that going a little too strong? Or may
be she's deaf.
o
We have heard nothing from New
Mexico's senators about quitting congress while there was yet work to be
done in the shape of fighting for a
decent wool schedule In the tariff.
-

1 Vests,

15c

Children Muslin

Embroidery and

Children's

Drawers

Insertion at

1V

13c

10c

1

o

This trick of sending John Lind,
armed only with his modesty, a telegraph wire and a cipher code, into the
bull ring of Mexico looks to us like
cruelty to an unsuspecting governor.

Womens,

Boy's and Girl's
School

Stockings

9c

cut-ou-

12

l--

2c

Linen Crash

I

15c

Toweling

9c

Friday-Saturda-

and Monday

y

and

Brushes

15c

Ready-To-We-

Ladies' Linen Dresses, made of
natural color linen plain, some trimmed, good $6.00 values, choice $3.00

A big assortment of Children's
Dresses made of Ginghams, and percales, plain and lace trimmed, good
$1 to $2.25 values, only 79c to $1.50.
HOUSE DRESSES

Ladies' Lawn and Voile Dresses
trimmed with lace, an excellent value
at $6.00 and $6.50, choice only $3.00

House Dresses in fancy stripes,
small checks, plaids and plain colors,
short and long sleeves, $2 now $1.15

UNDER-

A

good assortment

Days of Our
Only
BIG MANHATTAN
SHIRT SALE
For Men
3 More

of Gingham Under-

$1.75
2.00

skirts, good 65c and

2.25
3.00

75c values, choice

9c

CHILDREN'S

now
now

$1.15
1.39

Shirts, now.

1.69
2.19

now

THIS is OUR GREAT ANNUAL
SALE. No other sale like it
during the year.

48(

15c

Shirts,
Shirts,
and 2.50
Shirts,

ROMPERS

"

Manchester

DOY'S WASH SUITS

Percale. 36 Inch

GIRLS SEERSUCKER

Boy's

Wash

Suits,

plain and fancy
cloth or econgal-at-

ea

omy linen wash fabrics, ages 2 to 10
worth 1.25 & $1.50

98c

lie

35c&40c

at

'The

store

28c

4

For

35c
Skins
AT

20c
15c
Talcum
Powder
each

10c
Women's
Linen
Handkerchiefs
25c

--

Value

19c

25c
Bottle

of Quality"

Peroxide

N.M.

.LasVegas.

3 OFF

Brass Pins

Paper

5

Women's Black
Lisle

10c

Waterproof
Maline All Shades

Hair Nets

Hydrogen

Worth

'

To move the remainder of Ladies
and Misses Summer Jacket suits, we
offer all our serge and novelty material suits worth up to $20 choice $9.98

55c.

Voiles

40c

LADIES' JACKET SUITS

Seersucker Dresses, good styles,
no ironing necessary, ages 1 to 5,

Cotton Striped

26c

Pretty Skirts made of best washable materials and always sold from
$1.50 to $3.50, choice 99c to $219.

DRESSES

10c

i

ID! AN HEAD AND LINEN SHIRTS

Your choice of any of our Children' s
Rompers, always sold from 50c to
75c at 48c.

lie

Chamois

LAWN AND VOILE DRESSES

GINGHAM

Value

25c

CHILDREN'S DRESSES

2c

Muslin

ar

Off All Summer, Coats, Suits and Dresses

2

SKIRTS

Lonsdale Hope

15c
18

LADIES' LINEN DRESSES

Tooth

l--

Agust

15-1- 6

CAMBRIC

have planned to make more room for our constantly growing
Department and we want to reduce our stocks at the quickest
possible moment. We want all summer goods out of the way and we are
aking you unprecedented low prices to have you help us reduce stocks.
Even if you do not neednow buy them for future use. As a special inducement we olier ...

;

25c

12

mer ioo

i

-

Values

10c

16c

sines yen on

1--

d

'

Dots,
& Checks,
Values
25c

Stripes

We

.

cut-ou-

Swiss

LONSDALE

o

out-sme- ll

India
Linen

Curtain

20c

o

The delights of the home town and
the dear constits. seem to appeal
Main 2
Business Office
For ability to make his presence mightily to some of these senators
Main 9
News Department
generally known we believe a healthy nowadays, with the Washington mer
skunk has it over every other variety cury flirting around the top of the
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of motor car in existence. For sheer tube.
o
horse power we believe he has a
GOOD ItOAl'S DAY
Some
wants
to give the
A.
M.
than
A.
gink
L.
any
rating
higher
$25,000 a year. He now gets
other automobile manufactured. He
September 10 has been fixed as a can
our other neighbor's $12,000. Better save the $13,000 and
date upon which New Mexicans may new Panhard, even though It be trav ipay the secretary of state to deliver
iurn out and work the roads. This eling at 60 miles an hour with thp thirteen lectures in an effort to out
is a definite constructive plan and the muffler wide open.
A skunk has talk Huerta.
men behind it mean business.
o
more engine power to the ton than
In times past there have been runs
The eagerness with which officials
any other boat manufactured.
to different points and enthusiasm has
If those chclckens are going to of the government are pursuing Prince
been raised for the good roads idea maintain...their association with this Sulkowskl for an alleged violation of
and some work done. But the thing friend of theirs, we wish somebody the white slave laws seems to indicate
that makes such a day as this a suc would Invent a Maxim silencer for the that after all, Uncle Sam Is no res
cess i8 the Mob Spirit. Men get to skunk. And we will Not volunteer to
pecter of persons.
gether and soon begin to vie with each attach it, either. We believe that
o
other as to which can do most work. the skunk should have a muffler
William Sulzer, impeached governor
The thing becomes a game, a frolic, placed on his exhaust and the
t
of New York, has now officially been
and each works far harder than be lost or forgotten. In fact, we would1 declared a member of the Guberna
had Intended to do when he went out like to have the
t
sealed shut.
as
and
torial
in the morning. Aching arms and
So powerful is a skunk that our idea sociation, founded not long ago less
sore shoulders tell the tale next day, of an effective quarantine in cases of than a million miles from New Mexbut in the meantime the work has infectious disease would be to chain ico.
been accomplished.
a skunk on each side of the house. It
o
The idea is one that will be emi- Is safe to say no one would venture
Ye editor pities from th bottom of
nently successful if pushed properly. then to break the health regulations his heart those unfortunate wights
There la a plan on foot to include the by approaching him.
who choose Kansas for a vacation
entire cross-stat- e
road along the Old
If we were writing a book and de place. July and August does not look
Trails route in the section to be work- sired to be left strictly alone we would to us like to good time to visit Kaned. It is to be hoped this will be suc- secure a black kitten, paint a white
sas, even if the old home is there.
cessful. The inclusion of other dis streak down his back and anchor him
o
tricts might also be beneficial. There to a concrete block in the front yard.
is no section of the state which would Then, we would paint a sign and stanot be better for a little road work, tion it near him .where all prospectTHE DAILY POEM
most of them could use more than a ive Intruders might witness it. We
little.
3:3: would have on this sign the words:
The psychological effect of getting
It Might be Worse
TAME SKUNK
all the men in the state out to work
When in need of a verse
Do Not Disturb
the road all the way from north to
You might often do worsesouth and say from Albuquerque to
Than take up your pencil and write
And we are willing to wager that Bad as other's oft are
the western border would be a great
thing. Every worker would be en- not only the kitten but ourself would Bum rhymes are no bar
couraged and stimulated by the know- be totally undisturbed for years to For the reader just thinks you were
'
ledge that several thousand other fel- come. Leprosy, smallpox, chicken- tight.s
lows were working that road that day pox, measles, drought, famine, fire,
for his benefit just a3 he was work- fued, dynamite and rheumatism, not Now this is the reason
ing it for theirs. Greater proportion- to speak of social ostracism, would I scrawl at this season
ate results could be obtained were be less effective to preserve "sour pri- The verses your eye is now scannig.
the movement enlarged to include the vacy than such a procedure.'
The editor told me
We repeat, we' are "against
the
entire state.
I'd write or he'd scold me
While the state good roads associa skunk. And we are unalterably op And I'm really afraid of a panning.
tion Is not directly behind this scheme J posed to the further continuance in
CY DEEPLY".
Sr
.
which was initiated by Dr. W. T. office of any chickens who will perBrown of Valmora, it is one that could mit themselves to associate with such
$100 REWARD $100
he backed by it and wherever possible corrupt animals. If the recall were In
The readers of this paper will be
association men might be named on force we would invoke its powers
to learn that there is at least
the committees in charge of it. 'n against those chickens. If the In pleased
one dreaded disease that science has
we
itiative
would
were
in
force
invoke
fact, as the association includes mcst
been able to cure In all its stages, and is
of the roads enthusiasts throughout it to banish the skunk. And that is that Is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
is the only positive cure now known
the stale it la likely that a lar?e por- about the only reasonab'e"use we can to
the medical fraternity. Catarrh be
for
of
either
them.
imagine
tion cf the leaders In the movement
ing a constitutional disease requires a
o
must perforce be from Its membership.
Hall's Caconstitutional treatment.
How California must love Senator tarrh Cure s taken internally, acting
Regardless of roads affiliation, however, the plan is a good one and should Work, who says he has made his fight directly , upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system, thereby desbe backed. In fact, with her roads no on the tariff.
troying the foundation of the disease,
o
better than they are now. New Mexico
and giving the patient strength by
And
San
after
of
scheme
many
Miguel
days
to
back the
anybody
ought
building up the constitution and as
which promises something for her county has a chance to get some of sisting nature in doing Its work. The
her roads repaired.
proprietors have so much faith in its
roads.
curative powers that they offer One
o
!
advant-one
distinct
This plan has,
;
Hundred Dollars for any case that it
Includauto
accidents are
Nowadays
.;e. When the day is done, the roads
fails to cure. Send for list of testi
have had some distinct actual ing farmers in their toll of dead and monials.
'
'benefit from the work. Work, onfa wounded. We do not know whether Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., TolOhio.
prosperity edo,
fi formed, cannot altogether be wast- - this is due to moreaspd
Sold by all drugstfsts 75c.
to
r
the
farmers
increased
some
in
return
must
among
be
't ;, Thcrf
Take Hall's Family Pills for constip
Each man carelessness of drivers.
ation. Adv.
cUrcct accomplishment.
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All

Embroideries

17c
Zephyrs
Dress

Hose

and

50c Value

Laces

39c

Ginghams
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AMERICAN RIGHTS EXTRAORDINARY PROSECUTION

PERSONALS
an official of the
Santa Fe, was a business visitor hero
today.
Mrs. George A. Fleming left this af
ternoon for Watrous where she will
visit relatives for the next week.
John Brunton of Shoemaker came
In yesterday evening and will be a
business visitor for several days.
S. Hixenbaugh of Lexington, Ky.,
arrived last night from his home at
that place for a business visit in Las
Vegas.
toMiss Delia Mclntyre will leave
will
she
where
Ia
night for Stewart,
attend the funeral of David C. Welsh,
who died in Albuuerque yesterday.
Roscoe Grinslade, ewiwnman in the
tolocal Santa Fe yards, will leave
will
he
where
111.,
night for Decatur,
visit relatives for the next few weeks.
Orrin Blackwood, representative of
the Carter & Holmes Neckwear comvispany of Chicago, was a business
tostores
local
clothing
itor at the
day,
George Walker, a son of County
Clerk A. E. Walker of Bernalillo
county, arrived today from his home
at Albuquerque. He will visit the II
felds at their summer camp at Trout
H.

M. McCready,

OF

ASSERTED BY

QOH.SA

MAURY I. D1GGS

PENROSE

FOR:

COMPLETED

Saturday, July

JFrotri lo o. m. to

8 p. m. FViday, August

IStH

For the purpose of cashing checks, receiving deposits or the transaction
of any other business in our line.

16 Only
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PEOPLES BANK

siding officer of the juvenile court,
about either Marsha Warrington or
Lola Norris.
Both girls have testified that Diggs
and Caminetti told them that complaints had been made and that arrests were imminent. Fear of scan- ing the fight and no doubt there will
dal, they swore repeatedly, was the be a delegation from various cities
determining motive that induced' them In Vegas to see the mill.
to consent to the trip to Reno.
Bout Secured for Yoakum
.
surdefense
Promoter
were
the
for
O'Malley has made arAttorneys
prised at the sudden resting of the rangements for Yoakum to meet
ED BELOW AND DO NOT PUT government's case and would not dis- Young Sweeney of New Orleans at
cuss their plans..
Clovis on Labor day, provided he wins
Aid Invoked for Hulse
OFF SECURING SAME
At the opening of today's session against Kearney. The weight will be
El Paso, Tex., Aug. 15. American
Lola Norris took the stand for
134, as Sweeney only weighs 130 toConsul T. D. Edwards this morning
and
across
Back
day. Sweeney is a good ftoy la the
forth,
dispatched a messenger to Chihuahua All kinds of Scrubbing Brushes . . . idc
and criss-croswitness was led ring and has something of a record
the
7of
Consul
Marion
Letcher
10c
informing
15 c Tooth Brushes
over the testimony she and Marsha behind him.
the plight of Shirley C. Hulse and
..."A". ... .10c
Rules
The chance of getting this match
have already spread on
at
family
10c Warrington
Bonquillas, Chihuahua, and 100 Paper Napkins
case
will
the
of
records
be an added inducement to Yoathe
government's
asking him to take steps to protect Telescope Drinking Cups
10c
Diggs under the Mann white kum to do his best against Kearney.
against
the family, the fact that' the Hulses
10c
Popular Sheet Music
are In danger was brought to the Perforated Chair Seats 15c and .1.10c slave traffic act.
Judge Van Fleet repeatedly warned
American border by W. B. Fuller, en All
10c
styles of Tin Cake Pans
springs.
Devlin of the defense that
Attorney
10c
1. I.. Hibbard, superintendent of the gineer in charge of the Conchas river Large Curling Irons
his pursuit of infinitesimal matters
who
had!
been
threatened
dam,
with
..10c not relative to the material issues of TODAY'S BASEBALL
Muffin Pans
coast lines of the Santa Fe, will pass
death if his company did not desist
...10c the case was consuming time which
King Fly Killers
through Las Vegas this evening on his
in its work of constructing a dam 1
10c
dozen Coat and Hat Hooks
way fi'cm Los Angeles to Chicago,
later he might find valuable. There
across
the Conchas river. Mexican Childs
10c was a
where he wil lbe on railroad business
National League
Jumping Bopes
glimpse into the psychology of
farmers had complained that it was G rolls Parafine Wax
25c
for several weeks.
Paper
Chicago at Boston;
the story when the
girl
25e of
Louis Ilfeld and family arrived In depriving them of water. Mr. Fuller 3 dozen Ruber Rings
Pittsburg at Brooklyn.
apparent refinement, told how she
fled the country and reported that
15c had
St. Louis at New York; 2 games.
Las Vegas this afternoon and will be
to
Pickling Vinegar, per bottle
much
so
be
herself
permitted
10c in the
Cincinnati at Philadelphia; 2 games.
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Max Norri-hou- s Mr. and Mrs. Hulse and daughter were Dill for Pickling, per bunch
of a married man
company
at Trout Springs for the next in the same danger from Mexicans t dozen Mason Fruit Jar Caps... '.25c Drew Caminetti was known to her
15c parents, she testified, as Mr. WhitAmerican League
few weeks. They were accompanied that he had been;
pound Parafine Wax
75c man, and Diggs as Mr. Fisher.
New York at Chicago.
1 dozen
Mason Fruit Jars
by Miss Sarah Hanlin, a guest.
pint
Wilson Publicly Rebuked
Boston at St. Louis.
H. D. Burrall of the Gallinas forest
1 dozen quart Mason Fruit Jars ..90c
"Why did you deceive your parPresident
Wilson last night publicly 1
from
Washington at Detroit.
dozen
nursery, came in this morning
gal. Mason Fruit Jars $1.20 ents " aked Devlin.
50c
th it place and will be a business visit- reprimanded. Ambassador Henry Lane
I
Mr.
Philadelphia at Cleveland.
Caminetti and
knew
Crocks, special
"Well,
70c Mr. Diggs were married " she answer,
or in I as Vegas for the next few days. Wilson for his recent attack on the - gallon Crocks, special
Ambassador 00c ed, "and I knew that ny parents
American Association
W. 11. Comstock left this afternoon British foreign office.
gallon Crocks, special
to express to Sir
35: would have forbidden i'ij to iro wllh
Kansas City at Columbus.
1 dozen Jelly Glasses
for Newton, Kan., ' where he will be Page was instructed
Edward Grey the regret of the Americn business for several weeks.
2c them V they had known who trey St. Paul at Louisville.
Extra choice Mexican Garlic
25c vere.
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Hervey and fam- can government that a diplomatic of- 5 Invisible Hair Nets
Minneapolis at Toledo.
ficial of the United States "should
Milwaukee at Indianapolis.
.25c
fo1
..
me
was
to
it
"I
knew
5
Tissue
ily arrived in Las Vegas last night
go
wrong
rolls Crepe
Paper
'
from Raton and left this morning for have been guilty of such an impro- 5 dozen Sanitary Picnic Plates ... 25c with either of them, but I did not
Western League
25c consider it positively wrong for me
their home at Roswell. Mr. Hervey priety."
Ladies' Lisle Union Suits
The action of the administraton
Is a well known attorney of Roswell
Omaha at Lincoln.
5c to go with Mr. Caminetti, because the
inch Crystal Vase
St. Joseph at Denver.
and has been attending the iileetlng here followed receipt of a cablegram Men's Fancy Summer Suspenders .25c time he'd spend with me I knew re
Sioux City at Wichita.
of the State Bar association at Raton from Ambassador Page officially con Men's
his
.25c
with
.......
wouldn't
wife,
any
spend
High Grade Garters
Des Moines at Topeka.
firming the Associated Press dispatch 8 Children's White Handkerchiefs 25c way."
this week.
H. W. Rohrer and family of Spring- which had quoted a statement from the Cook's or Chefs Caps
25c
field, 111., arrived in Las Vegas this British government that it had recog$1.00
Churns with dashers
YESTERDAY'S BASEBALL
afternoon for a few days viBit here. nized the Huerta regime in Mexico, Mens Linen Ulsters
TRAINING
STRICT
Mr. Rohrer will visit his brother, S. along with France and Germany, after
$1.25 Hammocks
B. Rohrer of this city. He and family a "congratulatory speech" to Presi
Nets for Horses
National League
Fly
have been in Denver attending the dent Huerta by Ambassador Wilson on
St.
At New York New York, 11-Boys Oiled Coats and Bibbed
BEGUi
Knight Templar conclave and are on behalf of the diplomatic corps in Mex
?l-Pants
Louis,
their way home to Springfield'.
ico City. The official interpretation 1
At Philadelphia Philadelphia,
package Tetleys Famous Teas ..10c
of the statement here was that Great 2
bottles Lemon or Vanilla extract 25c IRON MAN
Cincinnati,
TO
DOWN
SETTLES
Britain at the time believed from Am 3 boxes
25c
Boston,
At Boston Chicago,
Pickling Spices
ROUTINE OF PREPARING HIMact
that
bassador
United
the
Wilson's
25c
3
Cleanser
Dutch
cans
LITTLE OLD CHICAGO
,
...a;
SELF FOR BOUT MONDAY
States intended to recognize the Huer 5
25c
13;
At Brooklyn
Pittsburgh.
pound Black Walnuts
ta government. Ambassador Wilson 2 cans Kuners cooked Sauer Kraut 25c
8.
Brooklyn,
NOT DULL AT PRESENT in an authorized interview, declared 3
Stanley Yoakum, who will meet
?25c
packages Macaroni .'
that if the statement really emanated 2 cans Hominy
25c Phil Kearney in the Duncan opera
American League
;
from the British foreign office, it was 3
'.25c house next Monday night In a
Ami
and
Bon
Cleveland
At
Sapolio
bars
Cleveland, 6; PhilaA
EN
PIRATES AND
MUTINEER
has been working hard
"sl pure subterfuge, unworthy of the
cans Chloride of Lime 25c boxing contest,
2.
2
delphia,
LIVEN TORID SUMMER DAYS
British foregn office," and "at variance 6 cakes Assorted Toilet Soap
25c for his bout Each morning for the
At ChicagoNew York, 2; Chicago,
IN WESTERN METROPOLIS
past week he has taken a ten mile jog o.
with its traditons and with the char...25c
Cocoa
Baker's
cans
acter it has maintained before the 3 bunches fine Celery
25c into the country while In the after,
At St. Louis Boston, 4; St. Louis,
noon he has been doing light work in
Chicago, Aug. 15. Pirates and a world for two centuries."
0.
to
mutineer have helped the mad-doboxing and
Secretary Bryan, after a conference
At Detroit Detroit, 5; Washington,
enliven the dog days in Chicago, the with the
sent
the
Yesterday afternoon he started hard 4.
last
night,
president
pirate by stealing a sloop and the mut following cablegram to Ambassador
work and this afternoon worked out
5-10ineer by being a pretty; young woman.
with the gloves and showed excellent
825
Page:
Western League
'
It is some days since the black fla
condition.
to
the
interview
"The
press
given
At Denver St. Joseph, 3; Denver, 2.
has been hoisted In this offing and
Yoakum will probably go to Denver
At Wichita Wichita, 6; Sioux City,
yesterday by Mr Henry Lane Wilson,
few skippers have been armed for the whose
should
he win this bout and there
to
resignation as ambassador
meet the Best of his class in the west.
coming of bucaneers. Also it is long Mexico has been accepted to take efAt Lincoln Lincoln, 7; Omaha, 1,
since a girl of twenty or so has been fect at the end of his vacation, Octo
is confident of victory and the lo
He
free
ou
grab
Hemember
get
haled into the federal court to answer ber 14,
with him although a
having been brought to the with each $1.00 cash purchase all cal opinion is
to a charge which the marine laws
commercial men from Den
number
of
to
me
STANDING OF THE CLUBS
directs
he
st.
month-Augupresident's, attention,
this
make a crime. The yacht Job was
ver yesterday carried money
that
to call at the British foreign
askj
you
Yoakum would not last ten rounds
worthy of Sir Henry Morgan, or Basil-- office and say to Sir Edward Grey that
National League
iano or of Lolonois or Coxon or other he 'disclaims all responsibilty for Mr.
with the Denverlte.
Club
Won Lost Pet.
SCATTER Kearney Is a clever man and has a New York .
terrors of the Carrlbean in the days Wilson's action in the matter and for TEMPLARS
32
.689
. 74
in
more
was
vogue. It
when piracy
good record backing his talent in the Philadelphia
37
.630
the language employed by him in his
t3
"
was done with neatness and mystery
game. He will start work upon his Chicago .
51
57
.528
interview, and that he regrets exceed
LOOK AT WEST arrival In Las Vegas and as he has Pittsburgh
TO
although it lacked any sanguinary en ingly that a diplomatic official in the
.522
56
51
counter. ' In fact the failure to en enrnlov of this jrovernment should
been in training in Denver, for the Brooklyn
46
57
.447
counter the pirate and the craft is have been
60
past few weeks will be in excellent Boston
44
.423
guilty of such an impropriwhat has made the trouble. A sail
IN DENVER BUT 'condition for his bout Monday night. Cincinnati
REMAIN
MANY
69
43
.384
ety."
boat that is said to be the speediest
NUMBER
LARGE
Charles O'Malley this morning an St. Louis
41
67
.380
EQUALLY
not only gave the
Bryan
Secretary
on the north shore vanished; its name above tonounced that this battle would probSTART ON EXCURSIONS
the press, but issued the folwas Cheese and it was, fe'glstered as
be staged in
.
American League
ably be the last; ona-'tlowing statement!
the "Petrel." That is' air ''that is J"A
as
months
the
several
15.
Las
Templar
for
Knights
Club
to
Won Lost Pet.
Vegas
Aug.
the
Denver,
the
of
cablegram
copy
known about the matter, except that
35
72
.673
American embassy was sent to Ambas- and their facties who had been in Den- promoter is f iguring on taking a vaca- Philadelphia
Work
thirty-eec-o'
when found the Petrel will have two sador Wilson. Mr.
and
the
strenuous
43
tion
67
.609
from
attendance
upon,
the
Cleveland
in
ver
added that
Bryan
ribs in a, plaster cast and Skipper Bill the
4
: 59
.b51
triennial conclave today began worry of the fight game. The fight- Washington
president does not go farther at
Cochran's shoes. The mutiny is more this time because he takes it for grant- leaving the city in special cars ana ing will start again about the latter Chicago
5S
64
.518
of a drama; the parties all have been ed that the action which he is obliged small groups talcing pleasure excur- part of October and in the meantime Boston .486
51
54
in court and the young waitress, who to take in this matter will be to him sions among the scenic spots of Colo O'Malley will keep his eyes on all the Detroit .
63
.428
.386
70
refused to obey orders and went to (Ambassador Wilson) a sufficient re- rado. Several hundred of them left good boxers In the west and arrange St. Louis .. .
44
.3b0
67
her room in a sulk Is having cold minder of his official duties."
-- 36
this morning for Colorado Springs, to stage a few headliners when he New York
chills because of the discovery that
others taking the railway trip along returns from his vacation. Tickets
disobedience is a different thing on
Western League
Denies
It
the continental divide while still oth-- ' were placed on sale today and a heavy
Carranza
the high seas than on the path behind
as
bout
this
Won Lost Pet.
Club
about
the
expected
is
15.
sale
advance
General
the
ers
wandering
Aug.
spent
day
Tex.,
Eagle Pass,
41
.641
73
a "ham-and-- "
The captain, Jesus Caranza, brother of the constitu- hills adjacent lo Denver.
exhibition
counter.
Denver
first
will be the
.56G
49
64
who is responsible for those on board tionalist
over
Mexico
Moines
Des
New
for
remainIn
to
invithave
be
he
denied
of
the
that
Templars
staged
Many
leader,
."5T8
55
59
his boat, also has absolute authority ed American intervention In Mexico ed in Denver and intend to spend sev- a year. A knockout Is almost certain Lincoln
.513
56
59
and the girl technically ia a mutineer. and said his utterances on this sub- eral days seeing the objects of inter- but, in any event, the bout will be well St. Joseph
.483
60
-- 56
expended. The pre Omaha ject had been misquoted. He again est about the town which the stress worth any money
.455
61
51
be
will
Ills of Women
There
Topeka
declared that the "constitutionalists of business and other duties during liminaries will be good.
' 64
.438
50
Many women suffer miserably from
either
these
about
Sioux
of
City
until
Huerta
the conclave prevented their enjoy, nothing
chronic constipation, causing nervous- will continue to fight
.358
71
45
last
Wichita
bouts such as took place at the
ness, dizziness and sallow complexion. is eliminated," and added if interven- ing.
went
Hungaro
would
fight when Battling
They will find that Chamberlain's tion came "constitutionalists
William Green of Coshocton, O.,
Tablets invariably bring relief. These know how to deal with It in a manner
The twelfth international conven- down to defeat at the hands of a man
sevthe
succeeded Edwin Perry of Oska-loostablets are easy to take asd pleasant
for
has
game
consistent with the honor and integ- tion of the Metal Polishers, Buffers, who has followed
For Bale by all dealers.
in effect.
will
be
la., as international secretary-treasure- r
Both
preliminaries
Workers
Silver
eral years.
Platers, Brass and
Adv. rity of the nation,"
of the United Mine
of
the best fighters
Union of North America will open in fast and made up
whole
state
watch.
is
18.
Cincinnati August
obtainable. The
Subscribe for The Optic.
Subscribe for The optic.
The British newspapers had hitherto
Itelian Lemons
ignored Ambassador Wilson's state Fine Lerge
ment, but they print It today as an
explanation of the grounds for the FOR SPOT CASH, PER DOZEN
Ambassador Page is not
apology.
likely to see Sir Edward Gray, the
0C-British secretary of state for foreign
-affairs, this week as Mr. Page is attending the Pilgrims' ceremony at
Southampton today and Sir Edward
READ EVERY DARGAIN OFFERexpects to go to the country
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TRUST CO.
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113,000.00

40c

TKere is reaJly
a

great deal of satisfaction
in knowing that you csxn
keep cool and comfortable
during the Summer
months by using some of
the convenient Electrical
Appliances.

The Electric Coffee Percolator enables you
to brew coffee quickly and easily, coffee that
retains all the exquisite, delicious aroma,
the savory taste and the real goodness of

i

the coffee bean.

With the Electric Bread Toaster, appetizing
toast is conveniently prepared right on your
dining room table.

4-

5-

The Electric Fan. the Electric Curling Iron,
the Electric Qrill and many otherj handy
appliances will aid in making life really

16-1- 8

l!

3

worth living during the sultry summer
months.

$1-0-

Las VegQLS Light said
Power Company

$1-0-

$1-7-

1--

0--

P

m
m

I;

9--

7--

d

NEW HOSPITAL
ILLUSTRATED

BUILDING

FUND

LECTURE COURSE

Half-poun- d

g

W. G. WARD, Aug. 25

C,

PASSION PLAY

CENT

STOR- E-

Dr. P. H. H. ROBERTS, Sept. 8
HUMOR,

one-side- d

cf TRAVEL

Col.R.B.TWITCHBLL,Sept. 22
SOLDIERS of the CROSS

Dr. JACOB LANDAU, Oct. 6
THE HOLY LAND

-

.47

and PATHOS

SEASON

TICKETS.......:li:;:

.$1.50

SINGLE LECTURE TICKETS

50c

CHILDREN UNDER 12 YEARS

33c

FREE DEMONSTRATION

TOE FUEL PROBLEM

MADE EASY

BY THE NEW DOMESTIC GAS GENERATOR
No Wood

or Coal to Carry In.

No Ashes (o

Carry Oat

Representatives Wanted ia Every State
See the E!axiajers at

SIXTH 3TFREET

is

iS VEGAS
--

HE

DREADED

AHCLER

FISH

Great numbers of the
(dreaded angler flah have recently
In the North and East rivers
i&nd have been seen floundering in the
baud fiats around Staten island. These
giant fish, which weigh from 40 to 200
mounds, are much dreaded by the
for they open their capacious
linouths almost as wide as their stom-tach- s
and gulp down great quantities
(Of small fish.
They also destroy the
knets of the fishermen and render, no
equivalent service to the piscatorial
iworld, as they are entirely useless
In addition to the
commercially.
(name angler the fish is entitled to be
Called goose fish, fishing frog and all- n,

'

;

ly

"How dare you! I wonder if you
are still a gentleman and if you have
forgotten that I am a lady. Yes, sir,
I am a
lady, remember it."

Fast and angry came, the words
springing up from a cozy hammock
swinging between two apple trees.
She had been feigning sleep when
her cousin Arthur, approaching silently, coughed a little to wake her
up, iand this being unsuccessful, be
gently leaned over her and, encircling her graceful head with bis
hands, implanted a long and sweet
kiss on the forehead, white as the
lily of the valley. It is hard to say
if it was the kiBS or the pressure of
the hands' on the temple. Perhaps
the kiss was too long, but Arthur
could not duplicate it, for Edith
stood up, her cheeks and forehead
covered with indignation.
"How dare you!" Emphasizing her
words with little stamps of her foot
and grinding her pretty French heels
into the turf. "Have you become, a
ruffian since your two years of ab
sence in Paris? What do you take
me for? Do you still believe yourself
in the Quartler Latin, where girls may
be found to submit to such Importuni
ties? What! Oh, what" But she
was out of breath. Her face was pale
and her eyes had a suspicion of mois
ture In them. Arthur saw his chance
and immediately n vailed himself there
of, saying:
'What do I take you lor; l tane
you for tnP sweeresi uui E"
all the world. Th-- temptation to taKe
that delicious kiss I could not resist;
I did not expect you to awaken, and
I am only sorry that I could not repeat the offense. Your anger is quite
right, I know, but I did not expect
such a fury from you. I am ready,
dear, to give back what I have stolen,
if you are willing."
"Enough! I am not trifling; keep
your vulgar Jokes to yourself. I will
not be a party to them. I am dis
appointed in you; I do not find the
Jolly cousin and the refined gentleman
I remember of two years ago, when
Go away.
you left to study medicine.
I do not want you to sit so close to

te

'

Mrs. De Farm I notice since them
City boarders arrived old Hiram Hilltop has taken down his scarecrow.
He is
Mr. De Farm Yeou bet!
catching all the crows he can and
palming them off on the green city
folks as "dark spring chicken."

PUT KIM WISE

fur-mish-

El

15he
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SOCIETY DIRECTORY

j
I

1

COLUMN
RATES

LOBBY

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
.
THE BEST GOOD3 OBTAINABLE ALWAT8 HANDLED

TOR CLASSIFIED

cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
All
lines
advertisements
charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advlnce preferred.
Five

CHAPMAN

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A L. O. O. MOOSE
A.

A

Meets secern!

M.

uu

fourth Thursday evening
Regular communication first and
month at W O W. Hall. Vlsitlat
third Thuraday in
brothers cordially invited. Howard
each month. Tlaiting
T. Davis, Dictator;
J. Thornhill.
brothers cordially
Secretary.
Wm. P. Mills.
W. M., H. S .Van Patten, Secretary.' J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO.
Ml
I. O. of B. B.
Meeta every fire)
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Tuesday of the month in the vestrj
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg-rooms of Temple Montefiore at
ilar conclave see d Tuea-,s- s o'clock p. ra Visiting brothers art
Isaac Appal
day in each month at Macordially Invited.
sonic Temple at 7:3 p. m. Q. U.
President; Charles Greenclay, See
B. C. ; Chas. Tamme,
. KlnkeL
retary.
1

I. O. O. F. LAS VEGA8 LODGE

LAS VEGAS
AL ARCH

.

NO.

Meets every Monday evening al
their hall on Sixth street All vlsl
ing brethren cordially lnted to at
tend. F. D. Fries, N. G.: Oui
Lehman, T. G.; T. M. Elwood..
Secretary; Farl Wertz, Treasurer r
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trusts

CHAPTER NO. S, ROYMASONS Regvlar con
vocation first Monday in
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:39 p. m. H.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; V. O.
Blood, Secretary.

1

PANSFORD CHAPTER NO, 2, O. E. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
8. Meets first and third Fridays
Meet ii the Forest of Brotherly
at 7:30 p. m. in Maaonle Temple,
Love at Woodmen of the World
Mm. J. o Rutled, Wortiy Mahall, on the second and fourt
tron; Mrs. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
Mondays cf each month at 8 p.
C. H Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmie
Telephone Maim 32k.
The bidders are invited to submit al
Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Local De
ternate plans for the consideration of WANTED Good saleslady, at Pot FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
uty. Visiting members are esp
store.
ter'
the Board of County Commissioners.
102 Mes every Monday night at
welcome and cordially lnviv
daily
CommissionThe Board of County
O.
C.
ed.
R.
on
Douglat
Hall,
avenue,at
y
ers reserves the right to reject any WANTED Man to play piano.
"
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are
at the Rosenthal Furniture
and all bids.
welooma
J. C. Wertz,
cordially
LOCAL TIME
COMMISCOUNTY
THE BOARD OF
T.
J.
Buhler
president;
secretary;
OF
SIONERS OF THE COUNTY
'
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
Hen, Father I've no objection to
WANTED Young native girl for light
SAX MIGUEL,
but
my
your marrying
daughter,
EAST BOUND
housework.
Mrs. H. T. Davis, 414
By FIDEL ORTIZ,
B. P. O. ELKS Meet
hope' you've got a good digestion.
second and
Columbia.
epan
Arrive

Godseftsh Caught With Ice Tonga.
cu(jnouth, the last referring to the
rious structare which makes it appear
the entire Interior of the creature
Ilka a bag when the mouth
been opened to the widest extent
The angler Is a particularly ugly
land ferocious inhabitant of salt waters.
at came by its name of fishing frog beHer suitor Why?
cause the enormous size of Its head.
Her Father Well, she's been going
kn proportion to its body, suggests the
to a cooking school for the last two
RDPearance of a frog.
months.
The angler has no scales, but Is
with fringes about the Jaws.
HIS GETTING OUT PLACE
Which are brightly colored and with me."
"But"
rwhich It Is supposed to lure other Dsn.
"There Is no but, and do not look
!The fish Is found along the American
me in the eyes like that. I am not
at
Barbadoa
icoast from Nova Scotia to
Parisian galahtries."
land Is to be found also on the Euro- taking any
"What"
as
not
sensitive
as
Is
It
shores.
ipean
"There is no 'what' Listen to me,"
(most marine cratures about being out
said vehemently. "You outraged
she
of water and can live a long time for
and I am right to pro
a fish after It has been taken out of Its my feelings,
More than that, you greatly
test.
element
native
me. The first time you
Quite a commotion was created In disappoint
two years of ab
the harbor of New York two seasons see me alone after
take advantage of my soli
you
sence,
Andrew
Anderson,
when
Captain
ago
and insolent
of deck scow No. 6 of the Moran Tow tary sleep in the orchard
I wonder
forehead.
on
the
me
kiss
ly
ing company, captured a big angler what has
produced such a change in
with a boat hook and a pair of ice
since we parted. I was always
tongs. The fish, which was after the you
you to return a polished
expecting
scraps of food which the skippers man."
'
wife had thrown overboard, made such
I have a word, please 7'
ia stir In the water that all on board J "Now, may
"Yes, Justify yourself, if you can.'
the scow supposed that a man had fall

Eit

Sealed proposals will be received at
the office of the county clerk of San
Miguel county, New Mexico, at Las
Vegas, New Mexico, until 2:00 p. m.
September 20th, 1913, for the construction of a four-spabridge spans to
be forty (40) feet each and the width
of the bridge" to be sixteen feet in the
clear. Piers and abutmenls to be of
concrete.
Bids will be received on plans with
and without concrete floor.
The location of the bridge is at the
foot of Independence avenue, at the
crossing of the Rio Gallinas.
may be
Plans and specifications
1.
3
seen at tne orace of tne aioresaiu
county clerk or at the office of George
H. Morrison, county engineer.
A bond in the sum of One Thousand
($1,000) Dollars, with two sufficient
sureties, residents of t! county of
San- - Miguel, New Mexico, conditioned
for the faithful performance of the
conditions of the bid, must accompany
each bid.
It is proposed that the said bridge
shall be completed prior to the first
day of April, A. D. 1914..
A satisfactory bond in the sum of
ten thousand dollars, with two sufficient sureties residents of the county
of San Miguel, New Mexico, or satisfactory surety boiW of the said
amount, conditioned for the accurate
and fathful performance of the contract for the building of said bridge,
will be required of the successful
n

A km

Bhe
I

CALL FOR BIDS

GAME

ANOTHER BUNKO

By OMER CHAPUT.

New York.

'

V

i'3T THE RIGHT PLACE

tftlosatdp of Deep Cause Fishermen
Much Trouble One Caught
With Ice Tong.

l

.'it
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a

Ap-pl-

1

CAP

Chairman.

Attest:

fourth Tuesday evening of each No. 2
month Elks home on Ninth street No. 4
and Douglus avenue. Visiting broth-ersar- No. 8
cordially invited'. Gov. Wm. No! 16.
J. Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon, Secretary.

LORENZO DELGADO, Clerfk.

(Seal of Board).
August 6th, A. D.

Per Ssio

1913.

.

.

:10
11:05
2:05
1:45

p. m
p. m
a. m
p. m.

1:16 p. r.
11:06 p.
2:10 a. m
m
2:18
.

FOR SALE Bargain;
house,
ell stable and fruit orchard;
WEST BOUND
city
NOTICE OF BANKRUPT'S SALE
a
water; three lots. 918 Lincoln ave.
1:20 p. m..... 1:41
No
Public notice is hereby given that
l....
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
COUN- No. 8
6:15 a.
6:10 a. m
the stock of merchandise of the esres
4:30 p. m
4:20 p. m
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and No. 7
tate of Aaron M. Adler, bankrupt, will FOR SALE OR RENT A
idence located at 901 Columbia. In ' fourth Thursday in O. R. C. Hall, No. S
7:00 p.
6:35 p. m
be sold for cash at public auction to
726 Seventh street.
quire
memPioneer
building.
the highest bidder or bidders at the
Visiting
bers are cordially invited'. Richard
Sixth
store premises at No. 504
Device, G. K.; Frank Angel, T. S.
street,' East Las Vegas, New Mexico,
ffietrst
beon Tuesday, August, 19th, 1913,
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
ginning at the hour of 2 o'clock in the FOR RENT Two room
furnished
ITY Council No. 2390 Meets in W
afternoon of said day.
house. 921 Lincoln.
O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the first
JOHN S. CLARK,
14-S
Trustee.
and third Mondays of each month
FOR RENT Furnished Cottage. 417
at S p. m. Visiting Knights and LaEighth Street.
NOTICE..
dies always welcome. O. L. Fiers-maThe La Jara Hunting and Fishing
President; A. D. Tillman, FinFOR RENT Five room cottage on
ciub has leased the La Jara and Tip
Mrs. A. V. Morrow,
local
ancier;
hill.
Phone Purple 5301.
lakes, which are the two northerndeputy, 908 Jackson avenne; Z. W.
most of th group of Kroenig's lakes
Montague, assistant deputy, 1011
of the Ten Lakes Land company. No
ATTOKKKYn
Sixth street, East Las Vegas, N. M
Mrs. Kinder It seems to me for a
allowed jo hunt or
man who claims to deserve charity person will be
this
fish
except mem- property
upon
HUNKER & HUNKER
you have a very red nose.
Beggar Well, mum, the cheap soap tiers of the club, and all persons go- George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunker.
I use Is very hard on my complexion,
Attorneys-at-Larig there must be prepared to show
mum.
a membership card In this organizaLas Vegas,
New Mexico
Otherwise they will be arrest
tion,
From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
VERY ODD
ed for trespassing.
DENTISTS
despription No impurities, no air, nothing but Pure Ice
THE LA JARA HUNTING
AND FISHING CLUB.
B.
DR. F.
20c per 100 lbs
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
HUXMANN
Dentist
25c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
Dental work of any description at
40c per 100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
moderate prices
.50c per 100 lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery.
Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main 136
East Las Vegas, New Mexico

"Your cousin Arthur has returned
the same as ever; he has kisses only
for you. The change Is not on his
(SOLVES HIGH LIVING COST side. Seriously speaking, before I left
for abroad you would not have alMassachusetts Man Issues Statement lowed me to wake you In any way exClaiming Ha and Wife Live
cept by a kiss. I was tempted to on
on Four Cents a Day.
several occasions, and I even had at
i
times
suspicion that you were feign'
Worcester, Mass. The high cost ol ing sleep when I came to spend the
isivlng problem has been somewhat afternoon with you in the orchard."
iolved by Marcus M. Wood, seventy-- i
"But you forget that I was only
three years old, of the little town of seventeen at that time, and now I am
jWebster, who Issued a statement nineteen. I am a lady, and you must
'claiming that he and his wife have know that a lady does not allow a
(lived on four cents a day for the last gentleman of twenty-thre- e
to kiss her
A sample of the menu on the forehead when they are alone
two months.
'which Is observed In the Wood home in an orchard."
idally is:
In spite of her defense, Arthur sat
Breakfast Fried Indian meal pud- in the hammock that swung a htt!e
ding, butter, grape Jelly, doughnuts under the pressure of his foot on the
and bread.
round. The curve of the hammock
Dinner Tomato soup,
potatoes, brought them very close together, his
buckwheat pudding, doughnuts, grape nrm leaned Denind ner, iorming a resi
jelly, bread and butter, cracked wheat for her head.
and milk.
'Does that mean," he says, "that
Supper Buckwheat cakes, gravy, having grown to a lady you do not
cracked wheat, care any more for my love ana
"butter, plum Jelly,
milk.
kisses?"
According to Wood, the sum of
She smiled in triumph at the situa
$1,000 Insures a person of a comtion.
fortable living throughout his or her
He continued: "Would that mean
ilife, figuring, of course, at the rate that, being a lady of nineteen, your
of four cents a day for edibles served heart is no more as It was at sevenv
on the table.
teen? Could that mean that you have
"The securing of a home ends the another love?
battle with the high cost of living-rTh- e
"The change is on your side, sir.
Policeman Why did that man strike
rest is easy," declares Mr. Wood, You
to complete the engagein the face?
fwho raises all the vegetables used In mentpromised
you
on your return. You have been
He said he was an "Odd Fel
this home.
Smith
staying here since yesterday, and your low," and I told him he looked tne
cool behavior is at variance with your
part.
IKISSES MULE AND IS FINED former ardor."
"It is your fault. I was to tell you
NATURAL ADVANTAGES
(Texas Man Courts Brunette and Act that I had your father's consent and
to put upon your finger the engageCosts Him $25 Promised
j
.
ment ring. I knew you were In tho
Jo
hammock, I came straight to the
Fort Worth, Tex. Because he kiss- - place. I find you asleep, I kiss you
ted a mule, J. H. Kelley, a laborer, was very tenderly and you fly into a fury."
Bined $33 in the city police court.
"Oh! That kiss, that kiss again. :
He was arrested by Patrolman Stan tell you, there ia no excuse for it."
"Even now?"
bey, who explained to the court that
fiie found Kelley on the street fondly
"Less than ever."
All
''V
'
kiss-5n"How is it. Explain it to me."
caressing a big brunette mule,
"You have no excuse for having
it on the nose, even when the animal refused to reciprocate.
placed a kiss on my forehead."
A curious little change had takeu
Kelley declared he was intoxicated,
and pleaded for leniency, promising place in her face, the anger real or
Jie never would kiss a mule again, but simulated had died out, leaving
the Judge sternly imposed the highest rosy, blushing, happy face, and she
whispered so quietly that he had to
f ne the law provides.
listen intently to hear it:
"Yon might have kissed me on th
Prize Hen Mothers Kittens.
i
f
Jjcdox, Mass. A prize hen, for lips."
New
ivhieh President Mellen of the
(Copyright, by Daily Story Pub Co.)
I.! raven railroad
paid $050, covered a
.Kiter of ten kittens under her wings
Plain Definition.
Quiz So you like the experience you
a lier eggs were removed after she
i
"Did you mean to impugn my verae have of keening bees?
The
set.
to
'!.dd shown a determination
lty?"
Whiz Yes; you see, no matter how
n
"No; I meant to Bay you wero s the market is depressed In other
jl ,.:r. drove off the mother cat which
ftwyted .to get possession of her o liar."
things, it is a business which keep on

en overboard.
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CRYSTAL ICE

For YOU!

This elegant Rogers'

pK Silver Spoon

'p$it

7

.

FLOUR
It s giving you

--

a

I a present for do- ing something
you 'd do any
way when you
learn how Much

Befer EMPRESS
FLOUR realb is.
Made by

GER-MA-

N

PROCESS
ONE COUPON FROM

wmk

;

nn

EMPRESS

'

humming.

IK

V:-.ifv-

,

i

mm

for

i

I

EMPRESS FLOUR AND
STAMPS
FIVE
BRINGS YOU THE
IT 'S
SPOON
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

SILVER
FRENCH.
GREY (STERLING) FINISH

EMPRESS
can be ob- tained in

thU city from

ALL GROCERS

1

Professional Health Culture for Ladies
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure
Plaza Hotel
Office hour3 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.

Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.

a

lbs., or More, Each Del very
lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

2,000
1,000
200
50

lb.

100
100
100
100

Ibt.

25c

.,

per
..30c per
40c per
50c per

lb.
Ibt.
lbs.

Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity a
of Which Have Made Las Vegas Tamoua.
OFFICE

701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

CARRIAGE

ANT Ads
Are Best

SIGN PAINTING

HERMAN

429 GRAND AVE,

Market Finders

11

draft when you
are heated and get a stiff neck or
If you sit in a cool

lame back, you will be looking for
something that will ease the pain
Fix your mind on BALLARD'S SNOW
LINIMENT and don't be talked out or
it, because it Is the best pain relieving
liniment you can get anywhere. Price
25c, 50c and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by
Central Drug Co. Adv.
Well Founded
The implicit confidence that many
people have in Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy is
founded on their ' experience in the
use of that remedy and their knowledge of the many remarkable cures
of colic, diarrhoea and dystentery that
it has effected. For sale by all dealAdv.
ers,
Confidence

20c per 100

lasting Qualities

AKO

v

Lincoln Ave

AGUA PUR A COMPANY

Appointments made for work at ladies
homes from 6:30 to 9:30 p, m.
Price $1.00

N. O.

1200

.

RETAIL PRICES

BEAUTY PARLORS FOR LADIES
Mrs. Little has opened rooms at' 918
Lincoln Ave. for Face and Neck Mas
sage. Only latest methods are employed. Hours from 10 a. m. to 5 p.
m. No work done on Saturdays exPrice 50c
cept by appointment.

AUTOMOBILE,

Phone Main 227

Classified ad search out the people to wbom among i) r.
ttiose who MIGHT BWT the particular thlag Is worth moat.

That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST ifl eomeee
who reads the ads. in tnla aewspaper and would a ever hear w
your property unless it were advertised here

ti

Other, who read and answer ads. In this newspaper waat
are anxious to pay e&sh for) books, automobiles, used machlmery
and furniture, article of lawfulness of any sort, and musical i
x
itrumenta.
'

-

,

Aa the classified ads, are read by ail possible buyeii, of all
lble aorta of thiags. they have come to be finders of the beat

y
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Just get your twelve months subscription, bring it to the

Optic Office and get your GOCYCLE.
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TO
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GO-CYC-

j

u

LE

Please enter my subscription to the Las
for which I agree
Vegas Optic for
to pay In advance $
Name.
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o
o
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o
o
o
o
o
o
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o
o
o
o

fJ

Name

rJ

Address
Go-Cyc-

to be

given absolutely free to

given absolutely free to
Name of boy or girt

(
C)
v.,

to be

le

)

(

Name of boy or girl

C)
-

Fill out these blanks and bring them with the money to
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Please enter my subscription to the Las
Vegas Optic for iyZZ for which I agree
to pay in advance S

Address
Go-Cyc- le

o
o
o
c

Bring us ONE THREE MONTHS SUBSCRIPTION paid in ad
is yours.
vance and 56c and the.
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SULZER DECLINES FIELDING SECOND

NtWS

Try our steam baked bread.

FRIDAY,

TO

Ias

THE FIRST
SHIPMENT

INDICATOR HANDLER

RELINQUISH

Vegas Bakery.Adv.

Light automobile
o'clock this eevning.

VJATERZJEUniS
RED

RIPE

SWEET

-

We cvre unloading x ctvrtodacy weighing from 15 to 50 pounds per melon.

r.

"

led! lib

Last night at the Elks' club the Hen- riquez .bowling team lost by 30 pins
the championship of the Elks' alleys
to the Strasa team in a fast and ex
citing game. This game ends the
bowling season for this tournament
and all honors for the games now go
to the Strass four who have decisive
ly won the championship.

7

sheets McKinley edition popular standard music at 5c from now
on. Romero Book Store, Plaza. Adv.
2,000

1

-

-

,

Anastacio Flores, one of the numer
nd partakers of the
liquids classed as "fighting booze,"
was arrested last night by officer
Jesse Hunzaker on the charge of fighting and drunkenness. This morning
he was sentenced by Judge D. R. Murray to serve 30 days on the city streets
for his crusade. Flores, It is said, was
beating up a woman by the name of
Ransom yesterday evening while in a
drunken condition and the neighbor
hearing the screams of the woman
called for the police.
ous offenders

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WAGON
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"Respectfully,

and Fielding should make a strong
couple when it comes to making the
players hit the ball and much exicte- ment Is due for the spectators on Sun
day afternoon. The managers this
morning announced that arrangements
were under way to have the Greater
Las Vegas band on the ball grounds
next Sunday to furnish music during
the afternoon. Nothing definite has
yet been arranged but the band wll
probably be on the job.
All Elks are requested to be at the
Santa Fe depot tomorrowv afternoon
on the arrival of train No. 10 to meet
the Santa Fe team and boosters. The
boys will be generally entertained
during the afternoon and in the evening will be the guests at the big Elks

"WILLIAM SULZER,

"Governor."
for Governor Glynn later
made an , appointment to confer this
afternoon with D. Cady Herrick, counsel for Governor Sulzer, in an effort
to devise a way in which the courts
could speedily settle the controversy.
The second day of the dual admin
istration in New York state dawned
on confidence In the capitoL A steel
chain with a heavy padlock decorated
the great seal ; the privy seal lay un
der lock and key; the way to the executive chamber, William Sulzer's cit
adel, was bolted and Barred and from
two offices the rival claimants to the
governor's chair continued to exercise
their functions.
Control of the national guard and
access to the great seal were pre
rogatives stripped from Governor
Sulzer by Lieutenant Governor Glynn,
who claims to be the acting chief ex
ecutive. Possession of the privy seal
whose Imprint validates all documents
coming before the governor on af
fairs within the state, and occupancy
of the executive chambers, remained
with Sulzer.
Counsel

itof-

Mil

& Co.

Gross, Kelly
Sole Agents

All summer stock divided in two
lots, $2.49 and $4.49 this week only
for cash. No goods charged at this
sale.
Strass' Bonnet Shop. Adv.
- The

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
E. D. Eaynolds, Vioe President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
Hallett Raynold3,: C3hier.
H. Erie Holie, Assistant Cashier.
;i

Methodist Ladies' Aid will hold
a home cookery sale at Graif and
Hayward's store next Saturday, 'opening at 9:30 a. m. A full line of home
made bread, cakes, pies, salad and
other good things will be offered .at
reasonable prices. Adv.

Try our steam baked bread.

Las

Vegas Bakery.Adv.
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, Aged
In wood. Direct from the distillery
r to you.
At the Iybby. f course.
Adv.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
:!

Capital,

'I

of las Vegas,

Slot). 000 Sos.Pi.es,

n

fr
TODAY IN CONGRESS

m.

and Undivided Profits $35,000

Washington:
at

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Ac
cornmos?adon Withua the Scope of Good Banking.

tmcrest Pa!J cer

Timo fteposiSs

AT THE HOME CFTHE BEST OF

f VERYTHING

EATABLE

WE ARE RECEIVING DAILY'
COLORADO AND
NEW MEXICO FRUITS AND VEGETABLES. Peaches, Plums. Pears, App-les- ,
Apricots, CaLntgloups. Walter
melons. Celery, Ra dishes, Lettuce.
Onions, Green (& Wax Beans, Cauliflower, Summer Squash, Tomatoes.
Cucumbers and New Cabbage.

CALIFORNIA,

;
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CO.

STOI

EVERYBODY READS THE. LAS VEGAS OPTIC

Aug. 15.

Senate Met

11 a. in.

KERY GOODS

I THE BEST THAT

December.

'

Major Edward Russell opposed before military affairs committee proposal to form; separate aviation corps
in army.
Opposition to two bills to reinstate
cadets to military academy postponed
action on Hetch Hetchy valley bill
and caused adjournment.
Adjourned at 12:15 p. m, until noon
Tuesday.

ICAN

BE MADE

I
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quarters for fresh

4

Vegetables

ft

and
Fruits in Season
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EVERY DAY

Famous mountain ranch; 31st
Old management; old rates. Carriage out every Saturday. Leave
at Murphey's or Plaza hotel

Subscribe for The Optic.
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BUY AM AUTO DEltWERY WAGON
Insures
Prompt Deliveries al Minimum Expense

Quick delivery means satisfied customers

satisfy.

and more customers whom you can
Durable in construction, reliable in operation cheaper than horse power
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INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL

continue after the fifth and sixth year,
so strong is the cull of the mills. Not
more than one per cent finish this
school and pursue their studies further."
The three morning hours and the
first hour of the afternoon are devoted
to academic studies, while the last
hour and a half of the day is given to
practical work. All the boys are required to take the elementary course
in woodwork and gardening. tThe girls
take basketry, sewing, cooking, poul
try raising, and gardening. The school
is in session all the year round, and
pupils are promoted quarterly.
The
teachers live at the school and keep
"open house" to the peopje of the
community at all times.
This school is only one part of a
carefully developed system of indus
trial training In Columbus that Is In
tended to reach the needs of all parts
of the population. Particularly sig
nificant to many communities is the
industrial high school, the aims and
scope of which are also described in
the bureau's bulletin.

CSV

Investigate its merits and obtain full particulars from

CHARLES ILFELD

$1,050

FULLY EQUIPPFO AT YOlii DliOB

OVERLAMD

tSODF.l,

59T

NiiX

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator show you

kmMk

Las Vegas
Phjne Main 344.

US

GOOD

IDEA

'GAINS .ATTENTION

j

&

Machine

Whalen,

THE LOCAL BUSINESS MEN AND
OTHER CITIZENS
GIVE IT
THEIR SUPPORT
The general good roads day suggested by Dr. W. T. Brown of Wat-rou- s
yesterday has been taken up by
a number of local business men with
vigor and vim. The day set, September 10, has proved satisfactory and
all good boosters will now turn their
attention towards this day. A com- mittee was appointed yesterday to act
as xne local agitators and general
head boosters for the day. They are
Mayor R. J. Taupert, P. O. Blood and
William Springer.
As to the need 01- road work there
is no dispute. The road from Raton
to Santa Fe over the old Santa Fe
trail is in bad shaps. Tourists who
have passed over the road during the
past week, say that the heed of im- provement Is great.
As to the outcome of the day, Michigan tried the proposition and as a
result have now the best roads as a
-

I

GOPMtiV, Xgvnfss

&

Co

Fowler Props

whole of any state in the northwest- New Mexico can do a similar work
and if
is secured from
all the cities on the Santa Fe Trail
Las Vegas will be in for a strong
hand in the improvements. A number of automobile owners were visited
yesterday by Dr. Brown and all agreed
to suport the proposition heartily. It
is expected that over 30" autos from
Las Vegas will asist in the work while-thfunds from this city will be large
as a number of business men cannot
leave their business but will gladly
contribute to the cause.
The work will be finished in one
day. All the way from Raton t'o Santa Fe men will be seen working the
road, picking out the ioosw stones and
doing whatever necessary work that
is to be done. The committee that
has been asked to serve from' tas
Vegas will some time before the day
make a trip over the road to Watrous
and south as far as their Jurisdiction
extends and plan out the work to be
done.
.More

definite plans will bel announced by this committee as soon
as a meeting can be called.
Be sure to patronize
cookery sale at Graaf
next Saturday.

&

the home
Hayward's
Adv.

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
FOR RENT Desirable light housekeeping rooms, modern. 1030 Fifth

street
"HARVEY'S"

niimi.Jiii.iiN

the game Sunday afternoon.

STRAVBERHIES AND
CHERRIES

Come In and See the New Patterns

III

A school specially designed for chil
Under the Dick law, by which the
national government enjoins govern dren of mill operatives is a feature of
ment act, requisitions for arms and the industrial education system of
."in munition, supplies and transporta Columbus, Ga., according to a bulletin
tion must be approved by the govern- just issued by the Vnited States buror. There is the possibility of this eau of education. The school was es
question coming up in connection tablished with the idea of encouraging
with some militia maneuvers at Peek-skil- l attendance among the large class of
mill children in Columbus, many of
in September.
The question might come up in a whom were riot going to school at
more pressing .manner in an extradi- all.
A handsome colonial residence in
tion case. Should, some foreign government ask for a person in New the mill district was purchased by the
York the federal government would board of, education for the new school.
be compelled to call on the governor Special pains were taken to adaye th;
and in that way recognize one of the course of study and the hours in the
contestants.
school to the conditions of mill work
School bours are from 8 to 11, and
1 to 3:30.
The long intermission Is to
Glynn Not Recognized
enable
tho
children to take lunches tq
N.
Trenton,
J., Aug. 15. It developed today that an error was made last parents, brothers, sisters, and others
night In the annoucement that Gover- who may be employed in the mills.
nor Fielder of New Jersey had recog- This is a regular daily task with most
nized Lieutenant Governor Glynn as o fthe children, some of them earning
the governor of New York in making several dollars a week as "dinner-tot- requisition for a man arested in New ers." The school itself Is frequently
York City on a criminal charge and termed by the children "the dinner- Who was wanted
In Hudson county, toter's school."
New Jersey.
Although the aim of the school is
The executive clerk In the gover-nor'- s industrial, the "three R's" are insist
of flee here stated that in for- ed upon even more severely than in
warding the requisition papers no the regular schools, because of the
name was used, the document merelv limited time the children have for
"Although the prescribed
having been addressed to the "Gover schooling.
nor of "New York" as had been the course contemplates seven years,"
says the bulletin, "few of the nurhls
custom.

Senator Penrose introduced two re
solutions on the Mexican situation and
precipitated a bitter debate between
democrats and republicans.
Consideration of tariff bill was re
sumed.
Elections committees voted to report
favorably Clapp bill to prevent senators and representatives from solicit
ing political campaign funds.
Finance committee heard Ohio and
California wine manufacturers on pro
visions in tariff bill.
House: Met at noon:
Representative Towner introduced
resolution to authorize president to
act with Argentina and Brazil in of- 1
fering mediation in Mexico.
were given hearins P
by Chairman Henry of rules commit
tee and promised formal hearing in

9x12 Rugs in Price from $5.00
to $60.00

has

New York.

f mosaics

last season.

been heavy.
Each Elk has taken it
upon himself to sell all the tickets
possible and a huge crowd will witness

Problem May Face Government
Don't forget the home cookery sale
Washington, Aug. 15. The federal
FOR CHIL
given by the Methodist ladies' next government may soon be confronted SPECIAL INSTITUTION
DREN
MILL
OF
OPERATIVES
at
Graaf and Hayward's.
Saturday
with the problem of determining
TO SUPPLY SPECIAL NEED
Adv.
whom it will recognize as governor of
The body of David C. Welsh will
pass through Las Vegas tonight instead of last night as was expected
last night. Mr. Welsh's mother, rac- companied by her two sons and a number of friends, will accompany the
body to Stewart, la.

Tlie Biggest Growing Business
in Las Vegas is Our Rug Department. It almost doubled

dance.

The ticket sale for the game

ntw Fall Rugs

received at our store.

(Continued from Page One)

White pleated shirts for 88c, worth
$1.25 and $1.60, at Taichert's.
Adv

Let vis hLve your order
l"

Try a dram 01 01a Tayior Bour
at he Opera Bar. Adv.

of the

On account of a dispute between the
two teams it was decided last night
mitting the question for the courts for
Hansford chapter of the Order of decision and for that purpose that ex- by the managers of the Elks' basebal'
the Eastern Star will meet at 8 traordinary sessions of the court be team that two umpires should be used
in the ball game next Sunday instead
o'clock this evening at the Masonic forthwith
a
called, in order that
of the usual one. Romaine Fielding
temple.
Bpeedy determination may be had.
will act as the other. Judge' Leahy
bon

-

GOVERNORSHIP

lamps at 6:55

to arriv, in Las Vegas

MOVIE STAR TO OFFICIATE AS ASSOCIATE UMPIRE AT ELKS'
GAME SUNDAY

I
j

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

EL POBVENIR
The Ideal Mountain Resort

- Phones Main

20

and Olive

6174

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLES
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